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Introduction
The Lincoln cabin was constructed in rural Macon County in March 1830 by the Thomas
Lincoln family. At that time, among the family members was the 21-year-old Abraham Lincoln,
who was soon to leave his family home and head off on his own. The Lincoln family remained
at this location for only a short duration—with the Thomas Lincoln family relocating to a rural
setting in what is today Coles County in early 1831. It was from this Macon County location
that the young Abraham Lincoln set off on his own—arriving in Sangamo Town and New Salem
(both in Menard County) and eventually ascending to the presidency of the United States. Upon
the assassination of Lincoln, the cabin—which had become an icon associated with the martyred
president’s early life—was dismantled and went on tour being exhibited in a variety of locations
(Chicago, Boston, New York, and probably Philadelphia) before being lost to history.
The exact location of the Lincoln family’s homestead in Macon County has been a topic
of discussion for over 100 years. Today, the accepted location for the Lincoln cabin is within the
Lincoln Trail Homestead State Park, which is located in rural setting a few miles west of Decatur
along the north side of the Sangamon River (see Figures 1-3). A stone monument, constructed in
the middle 1950s, marks the suspected location of the Lincoln cabin. The state park is under the
care of the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, which recently has been approached by the
City of Decatur to re-create the Lincoln cabin on the park grounds in hopes of better interpreting
the site and further promoting tourism growth in the area. Massie Massie & Associates was
selected to develop site plans with Fever River Research to provide archaeological and historical
guidance.
As one recent newspaper reporter noted, “in spite of the documentation actually made at
the time of the cabin tour [in the 1860s], the next half century saw surface enough fact and
fiction to make the Lincoln Homestead one of the more enigmatic houses in human history”
(10/13/1982; “…Associated with Abraham Lincoln”). Similarly, although Otto Kyle once noted,
“The log cabin on the Sangamon has had many differing accounts given of it. It is doubtful that
the truth of its history will ever be known.”
Although a great variety of primary and secondary information is available regarding the
cabin, it has never been properly presented—and critically reviewed—within a single document.
This existing report attempts to do just that. In an effort to verify the location of the Lincoln
cabin, an archaeological survey was conducted within the Lincoln Trail Homestead State Park
and Memorial as part of the current research. With this in mind, this report summarizes the
existing information regarding the Lincoln cabin and attempts to separate fact from lore—and to
give a physical description of what the log structure may have looked like.1

1

This report was funded by the City of Decatur as part of a larger study entitled Reproduction Lincoln Log Cabin
and Associated Improvements, Lincoln Trail Homestead Memorial Park. The existing report was prepared by Fever
River Research, Inc. (Springfield, Illinois) under subcontract with Massie, Massie and Associates (Springfield,
Illinois) (the primary contract holder with the City of Decatur).
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Figure 1. Location of the Lincoln Trail Homestead State Park, rural Macon County,
Illinois (as illustrated on the Harristown, ILL 7.5-minute U.S.G.S. topographic map, 1982).
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Figure 2. Detail of the 1982 USGS topographic map illustrating the location of “sites” discussed in the accompanying text. A)
Whitley farmstead, B) Whitley family cemetery, C) Location of reconstructed cabin from 1975 and location of the State Park
Site, D) Scroggin farmstead and original location of DAR monument, E) Quarter section line, and F) Whitley mill dam.
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Figure 3. Soil units located within the immediate project area (Doll 1990: Map 54).
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Results of the Archival Research
In June 1860, while running for President of the United States, John L. Scripps of the
Chicago Press and Tribune wrote a third-person autobiography of Abraham Lincoln. This
autobiography contained the following information regarding the Lincoln family’s life in early
Macon County (http://showcase.netins.net/web/creative/lincoln/speeches/autobiog.htm).
March 1, 1830, Abraham having just completed his twenty-first year, his father
and family, with the families of the two daughters and sons-in-law of his
stepmother, left the old homestead in Indiana and came to Illinois. Their mode of
conveyance was wagons drawn by ox-teams, and Abraham drove one of the
teams. They reached the county of Macon, and stopped there some time within
the same month of March. His father and family settled a new place on the north
side of the Sangamon River, at the junction of the timberland and prairie, about
ten miles westerly from Decatur. Here they built a log cabin, into which they
removed, and made sufficient of rails to fence ten acres of ground, fenced and
broke the ground, and raised a crop of sown corn upon it the same year. These
are, or are supposed to be, the rails about which so much is being said just now,
though these are far from being the first or only rails ever made by Abraham.
The sons-in-law were temporarily settled in other places in the county. In the
autumn all hands were greatly afflicted with ague and fever, to which they had not
been used, and by which they were greatly discouraged, so much so that they
determined on leaving the county. They remained, however, through the
succeeding winter, which was the winter of the very celebrated "deep snow" of
Illinois. During that winter Abraham, together with his stepmother's son, John D.
Johnston, and John Hanks, yet residing in Macon County, hired themselves to
Denton Offutt to take a flatboat from Beardstown, Illinois, to New Orleans; and
for that purpose were to join him—Offutt—at Springfield, Illinois, so soon as the
snow should go off. When it did go off, which was about the first of March,
1831, the county was so flooded as to make traveling by land impracticable; to
obviate which difficulty they purchased a large canoe, and came down the
Sangamon River in it.
Dennis Hanks also made a statement regarding the Lincoln log cabin (Hertz 1938:282).
His short account does not add much detail, except to note that Lincoln fenced in ten acres of
land. One of the more interesting aspects of Hanks’ account is his reference to a “mall railing
party in 1830” to accomplish the task of fencing in the property. Such a “party” may have been
similar to the collective house or barn raisings often held in early pioneer days.
John Hanks statement regarding Thomas Lincoln’s arrival in Illinois contained a bit more
information regarding the Lincoln cabin. It stated that
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I moved from Kentucky to Illinois in the fall of 1828 and settled where I now
live—four miles northwest of Decatur—and built the first house in Decatur. I
wrote to Thomas Lincoln what kind of a country it was; he came to this State the
first day of March 1830—to my house. He then built ten miles west of Decatur,
and about a hundred steps from the N. F. [North Fork] of Sangamon River and on
the north side of it on a kind of bluff. The house, the logs of it, I cut myself in
1829 and gave them to old man Lincoln. The house set east and west, fronted
south, chimney at west end, the same house which was shown in Chicago.
Lincoln broke up fifteen acres of land [Undated in The Hidden Lincoln (Hertz
1938:347)]
It has been suggested that the Lincolns probably arrived in Macon County via the
Springfield-Paris Road2 and the Shelbyville Road—crossing the Sangamon River on John
Ward’s ferry (Richmond 1930:52). Historical accounts suggest that after camping on the edge of
the city of Decatur, the family met John Hanks the next morning, and he escorted the family to
his home—located northwest of Decatur in an area known as Boiling Springs.3 An early
twentieth century history—entitled Centennial History of Decatur and Macon County gives the
following account of the Lincoln’s arrival.
The Hanks cabin was located in Hickory Point township about a half mile east of
Boiling Springs. When John Hanks first came to Macon county he had intended
building a cabin on the Sangamon river south of Harristown, not far from his
father’s farm, and had cut logs for it, but being unable to get the sod broken, he
had changed his mind, and located in Hickory Point instead. When the Lincolns
arrived, Hanks offered them the logs still lying at the Sangamon river site, and the
Lincolns accepted them. The location suited, so there they stayed and erected
their cabin out of the logs cut by their kinsman (Richmond 1930:52).
The winter of 1830-31—also known as “the Winter of the Deep Snow”—was an
exceptionally harsh winter in central Illinois with excessive snowfall, freezing rain, cold
temperatures, and gale force winds. The early settlers of the region who had experienced—and
survived—that event were known as “Snow Birds.” After surviving the winter of 1830-31, and
not pleased with the productivity of their Macon County farmland, the Thomas Lincoln family
decided to head south the following spring, and they relocated to rural Coles County, Illinois
(south of Effingham) the following year at a location known at the time as “Goose Nest Prairie.”
Prior to their relocation south, Abraham had left earlier that spring heading down the Sangamon
river by canoe to Sangamo Town. At this location, he and a small crew (including John Hanks)
constructed a flatboat, floated it to New Salem, loaded it with rural commodities (predominately
live hogs), and proceeded to New Orleans with his cargo (see Holland 1866).
2

The Springfield-Paris Road might better be referred to as the Springfield (Illinois)-Terre Haute (Indiana) Road, as
it was to the Wabash River community of Terre Haute that probably was the more significant community at the
time. Paris, which was the county seat for Edgar County, was located immediately across the state line and
approximately 20-25 miles from Terre Haute. The historic road followed much of current routes IL 133 and US 72.
3

The John Hanks house and/or farm was located in Section 33, Hickory Point Township. It was at this location that
he built a log dwelling and improved a farm. This house burned in 1866—at which time he constructed a new brick
dwelling (see attached figure) (Richmond 1930: 60).
6

The Lincoln family never purchased the land on which they had constructed their cabin.
During the Lincoln occupation, the land remained in the possession of the Federal Government.
The family located along the north shore of the Sangamon River, near the prairie/timber border
(see Figures 4-5). Families who improved land owned by others were generally referred to as
“squatters.” Richmond (1930:53) contends that upon the Lincoln family’s removal from Macon
County, and their abandonment of their home site, the land associated with the Lincoln cabin
was purchased from the U.S. government by Perry Strickland in 1836. Unfortunately, this
association of the Strickland name with the Lincoln cabin location was probably based on the
then current (1930s) interpretation of the site location (as being on the Whitely family’s land). It
is not clear as to whether there are earlier (pre-1930s) references to the Strickland name
associated with the land, or if Richmond simply determined this from contemporary county
records.
In any case, the Illinois Public Domain Land Tract Sales Database indicates that Perry
Strickland first purchased land in Illinois on January 12, 1836 in what is today Sangamon County
(SE1/4, SW1/4, Section 20, T16N, R1W). A day earlier (on January 11, 1836), a William
Strickland (presumably a relative of Perry’s) purchased the W1/2, SW1/4, Section 28 in
Harristown Township (T16N, R1E), Macon County—and immediately adjacent to the current
project area.4 A few months later, on May 31, 1836, Perry Strickland purchased additional
lands—this time in Macon County adjacent to William Strickland’s lands. At that time, Perry
purchased the E1/2, SW1/4, Section 28 in Harristown Township (T16N, R1E)—consisting of the
land potentially associated with the Lincoln cabin. The SE1/4, Section 28 of Harristown
Township (T16N, R1E)—that land immediately to the east of the park and potentially associated
with the Lincoln cabin site—was purchased by one of two men in early January 1836. The
Illinois Public Land Tract Sales Database documents two separate purchases of this parcel of
land—both occurring on January 14, 1836. One entry was for a Joseph Duncan, whereas the
second entry was for a John Taylor. It is not clear whether this represents a data entry mistake in
the Illinois State Archives database, or whether the lands were inadvertently sold to two
individuals on the same day.5
Little is known about the use of the Lincoln cabin over the next three decades (18311860). It was several years after the Lincoln family left before Strickland apparently purchased
the land. A James Whitely purchased the land from Strickland in 1843, at which time “the cabin
was still uninhabited” (7/5/1964; “Lincoln Family ‘Squatted’ West of Decatur”). 6 Kyle
4

A total of 11 entries in the Illinois Public Domain Land Tract Sales Database are associated with the name
“William Strickland”. These entries occur across the state within DuPage, Cumberland, Saline, Macon, Alexander,
and Washington Counties. It is assumed that there were multiple individuals named William Strickland purchasing
these lands.
5

http://www.ilsos.gov/GenealogyMWeb/PublicLandSalesNameServlet
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Further chain-of-title research in the county courthouse would be needed to verify this date. According to another
undated newspaper article, Lafe Whitley (James Whitley’s son, presumably a shortened nickname for Lafayette)
held title to the land “until he lost it in 1896 to Mr. Hostetler and Mr. Peagrim. In settlement of estates of these two
men in 1916 the land returned to the Whitley family. The present owner [James T. Whitley] said that he was born
on the place and that his purchase of the property was the realization of a boyhood ambition” (Undated; “Prowess as
7

(1957:34) states that, after the Lincoln family left the cabin, it “was left for anyone who wished
to use it.” During these years, it is assumed that the dwelling was re-used as a house and
potentially even as an outbuilding associated with a more substantial farm complex. As will be
discussed later, early twentieth century testimony by a Mrs. Camren suggests that the dwelling
was used for a while as an agricultural outbuilding, and later—in circa 1860—as a schoolhouse
(Decatur Herald, February 7, 1909). Richmond (1930:53) repeats this information and
comments that “The Lincoln cabin stood for many years and for a time was used as a school
house.” Kyle (1957:34) also reiterates the same by noting that the cabin was used for a
schoolhouse in 1860 “for several weeks after a school district had been divided.”
The significance of the Lincoln log cabin in Macon County was not recognized for many
years. It was not until the death of the president that the small log cabin located along the
Sangamon River in Macon County—along with almost anything else Lincoln was associated
with—took on a new importance to the American public. With Lincoln’s assassination, anything
to do with Lincoln became practically sacred. Realizing an opportunity, John and Dennis Hanks
dismantled the cabin, and literally “took it on tour.” As Richmond (1930:53) noted, “Little
thought was given to it [the cabin], until after the assassination of President Lincoln. Then, in
early 1865, it was taken apart and shipped to Chicago for exhibition at the Northwestern Sanitary
fair [Soldiers’ Fair], and later was exhibited on Boston Common. After that it was sold to an
English syndicate to be shipped to England, and is supposed to have been lost in transit.” Prior
to its dismantling in early 1865, the location of the Lincoln cabin was documented on a county
map published in that year (see Figure 6). This plat map indicated the location of the dwelling
on the James Whitley land—in the East Half, SW1/4, Section 28 immediately adjacent and to the
east of a mill (Holmes and Hodgen 1865).7
It was in April 1865 that the Lincoln cabin was apparently purchased by John Hanks,
who was intent on dismantling the cabin.8 According to Davis (1932:83), John and Dennis
Hanks with the assistance of Dennis’ son-in-law James Shoaff were responsible for dismantling
the cabin. Apparently, as Davis (1932:83) suggests, “the logs were carefully numbered and
taken down.” According to a Frank Sawyer (n.d.), the cabin was dismantled by John Hanks, his
son William, Jim Shoaff, a farmhand named Vance, and his son Perry. They “dismantled the
cabin, loaded the logs and other timbers on wagons and hauled all to the John Hanks farm.” He
continues by noting that “John proceeded to rebuild the cabin as it was, numbering each log
again to agree with the numbering made when they dismantled them. A few of the bottom logs
were too much rotted to be placed so John supplied the needed logs from his own old log barn
which had been allowed to tumble down. It [the old barn] was as old or maybe older than the
Chopper Told in Stories of Lincoln Here: New Park on Sangamon to Keep Alive Period Martyred President Lived in
Macon County”).
7

Currently, little is known about the early history of this mill. Brink, McDonough and Company (1880:186) notes
that James Whitley emigrated from Fairfax County, Virginia to Harrison County, Kentucky, as a young boy, and to
Macon County, Illinois in 1846. He settled on the family farm in Section 28 of Harristown Township in October
1846. The county history simply notes that “he afterwards purchased a mill on the Sangamon river near his
residence, which he carried on for several years.”
8

Potentially with the assistance of his brother Dennis Hanks and Dennis’ son-in-law James Shoaff.
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cabin, so in appearance they matched the cabin logs.”9 This source continues, “after the cabin
was restored John collected the discarded logs from the cabin and added the remaining from his
own log barn and had his employees saw them into cane lengths and split them into billets to be
turned into Lincoln canes to sell. All was shipped to Chicago where the cabin was set up with
John Hanks in charge. He received admission fees and sold canes.”10
Hearing of the Hanks brothers’ efforts to relocate the cabin, a local Decatur man named
George Simpson apparently took it upon himself to have a photograph taken of the cabin. In
early 1865 after he “heard the cabin was going to be taken away” by the Hanks brothers,
Simpson had a photograph taken presumably prior to the cabin being dismantled. This
photograph (Figure 19) was taken by H. W. Scibird, and subsequently a lithograph was prepared
by Charles Shober (Charles Shober Company, Chicago). 11 Other photographs of the cabin were
apparently taken, presumably after the cabin was relocated to the Hanks farm and reassembled
(see discussion in following section entitled The Lincoln Cabin as Depicted in Historic Images).
Simpson subsequently copyrighted all of these images.
As noted in the above discussion, after dismantling the Lincoln cabin and restoring it on
his land, John Hanks (and company) apparently again dismantled it and shipped it to Chicago for
exhibit at The Soldiers’ Fair.12 This exhibition was held over an approximate two-week period
in late May and early June 1865 in an effort to raise funds for the care of the wounded troops
who had gallantly served in the recent conflict between the North and the South. This event was
9

Davis (1932:83) also repeats this story noting that “in taking down the cabin, at least one log was found to be
decayed, so John Hanks ‘restored’ it with a log taken from his own log barn, as told me by Mr. Perry Vance of
Elwin, Illinois, a boy of sixteen at the time, whose father was working for John Hanks and helped to move the
cabin.”
Similarly, a much later newspaper article suggests that a “heavily carved oak chair” used by Lincoln in late life in
Washington and given to him as a gift was constructed from logs from this cabin in circa 1860—and if there is any
validity to this story, then the partially rotted sill logs left behind by Hanks may have been the source of the wood
for the manufacture of this chair (Undated newspaper article; “Lincoln Cabin Picture Disguised for Biography”).
The current whereabouts of this chair is unknown.
10

Cane sales were apparently brisk. According to Sawyer (n.d.), “later in the year son William Hanks received
word from his father in Chicago asking for more cane material. John was nearly sold out on an active market.
William Hands was in a quandary. No more cabin or barn logs [were available], so he and the Vance father and son
selected rails of the proper kind of aged wood from John’s own rail fences. The supply thus obtained was not
enough so Hanks and his men took cross-cut saw and axes and searched the John Hanks timber finding some dead
oak trees of right age and condition. They felled these trees, sawed and split them into cane billets, packed them
into hogsheads and shipped them to John in Chicago who employed some nearby turner to shape them into canes.
This demand for more cane timber continued until John’s fence rails were gone.”
11

Several individuals from nearby Bloomington named Scibird (and Sciberd) were photographers. A John and Joe
Scibird operated a mid-century photographic studio in Bloomington (as Scibird and Brother). Additionally, a Henry
W. Sciberd was a photographic artist who operated as Sciberd and Company from a location “opposite Schaffer
Street” in Bloomington from 1858-1859. In 1860, a Henry H. Schibird—presumably the same individual—was
listed in the community as an ambrotypist (http://www.daguerreotype.com/s_table.htm#Sciberd, Henry W.).
12

Also known as the Northwestern Sanitary Fair and the Illinois Sanitary Fair. The Voice of the Fair was published
weekly newspaper printed from late April through late May, and then daily through June 24th, 1865. The paper’s
editor was Andrew Shuman. Copies are apparently on file at the Boston Athenaeum (Scott 1910).
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also known as the Illinois Sanitary Fair. An article in the May 29th (1865) issue of the Chicago
Tribune carried the following note on The Lincoln Log Cabin.
The identical log cabin, built by Lincoln and John and Dennis Hanks, in the days
of their rail splitting, about twelve miles west of Decatur, Macon county, Ill., has
been brought to this city for exhibition during the Fair, and will be placed on the
corner of Randolph street and Wabash avenue. It will be open to inspection
tomorrow. The Messrs. Hanks will be in attendance and give interesting items of
their experiences with Lincoln in the days—“Auld Land Syne.” The following
letter of identification from our noble Governor Oglesby will be read with much
interest.
State of Illinois, Executive Dep’t
Springfield, May 20, 1865
John Hanks, Esq., Decatur, Ill.
My Dear Old Friend—in reply to your question relating to the log cabin, said to
have been built by yourself, Thomas Lincoln and the late President, Abraham
Lincoln, I take pleasure in stating to you that for twenty five years there has been
[no] doubt in the pubic mind in Macon county, Illinois, on this question. If the
cabin you now have is the one you pointed out to me in the spring of 1860, when
you were collecting the Lincoln rails, I cheerfully state that I am certain it is the
one built by Mr. Lincoln, besides your voluntary statements on the subject
abundantly satisfy me there can be no mistake about it.
As the old companion and friend of Mr. Lincoln, and one who has been constant
in your support of his administration, and an adopted friend of the Union, I hope
you may receive a just compensation for your efforts to bring before the country
the simple but honorable testimonies to the early, laborious and worthy efforts of
our beloved late President in his youth, to make for himself a home, a fortune, and
a name.
The Log Cabin would be out of place in any other hands than your own. You
should retain the control of it, that its identity may not be lost. There is but one
such in the United States, and it rightfully and properly belongs to you.
Richard J. Oglesby
Governor of Illinois
On the following day, May 30th (1865), the Chicago Tribune carried another substantial article
on the Soldiers’ Fair. This article also carried a prominent note—albeit considerably shorter than
the previous days—on The Lincoln Log Cabin pointing out a small error in the previous articles
text.
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An awkward omission occurred in our imprint of the letter of Governor Oglesby
authenticating the log cabin on exhibition at the corner of Wabash avenue and
Randolph street, as the one which Mr. Lincoln helped to build with his own hands
in Macon county. It should have read, “For twenty five years there has been no
doubt in Macon county, Illinois, on this question.” The word “no” was omitted.”
But the longest, most detailed article pertaining to the Lincoln Log Cabin appeared in the June 1st
(1865) issue of the Chicago Tribune’s coverage of the Soldiers’ Fair. Unfortunately, this article
waxed at length about Lincoln’s virtues and little about the actual cabin itself.
Abraham Lincoln’s log cabin, which he helped to build with his own hands, in the
days of his youth and poverty, is to us the most interesting of all the objects in the
Fair. It has been brought piece meal from its original location and erected inside a
broad enclosure at the corner of Randolph street and Wabash avenue. Our visit to
it was full of that kind of romantic interest which always attaches to the early
history of great men, and which in this instance was heightened by Mr. Lincoln’s
heroic struggle from the necessity of a pastoral life to the highest public office
which the Republic can confer upon a citizen. It is a quadrangular building, about
16 by 16, as [hastily?] as we can guess at the measurement, and is a veritable log
cabin, an aboriginal[?] back woodsman’s dwelling, of precisely the same
portraiture as those with which we are all more or less familiar with, in this
western country.
It was strange to consider these rough hewn, unpolished beams, how Lincoln’s
axe had felled them in the forest, and shaped them to their present appearance,
painfully [uprasing?] them one above the other, until they were high enough for
the roof to be thrown over them; what merry making there was, as we are assured
by good Messir. Hanks, who owns and shows the historic skeleton, when the last
shingle was added, and the last nail was driven home to its place—and how the
neighbors rejoiced with the owner, when the first fire was lighted and the drink
that doth inebriate flowed preciously from the capacious [tin cane?]. There were
four in all belonging to the family, namely father, mother, our own good
Abraham, and a younger brother, who was the Joseph of the household. Abraham
was just twenty one years old when the cabin was built. A tall, gaunt, lanky, six
foot and one inch young fellow, with [?] head and broad shoulders and strong
arms, well developed by the use of the axe, and the labor of plowing, flailing, and
for other work on the farm. Our friend, Mr. Hanks, who comes to us indorsed by
no less a man than Governor Oglesby, says that he new Mr. Lincoln all his life,
and that from his earliest years he was remarkable and unlike other boys of his
age. He was always thinking out things and getting knowledge everywhere and
“every how,” from books, and the talk of experienced men. He was never
addicted to the vices which so easily and almost universally beset our youth, nor
was he ever a frequenter of taverns nor an associate of improper persons. These
he avoided as he would a rattlesnake, and went his way alone.
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His parents were “good farmer people,”—good moral examples for their son, and
the influence of his mother remained with him and colored many of his actions
throughout life. He owed his gentle and [?] hating disposition to her, and many a
wretch worthy of doom escaped punishment because Mrs. Lincoln taught her son
to love mercy and be merciful. Those home influences, in the depths of the
savage wilderness, have touched and molded many an important event in our
time. To such might proportions may even …[?]… grow upon the still history.
Fancy the young man Abraham as we have described him at twenty-one, coming
home from his field as his shirt sleeves, driving his team of oxen, with a load of
timber from the forest… [The article proceeds in a similar manner for at least
five-to-six more paragraphs, several of which are relatively illegible and very
difficult to impossible to read.].
John Hanks remained in Chicago with the Lincoln Cabin through the end of the Soldiers’ Fair,
which ended on June 24, 1865. At that point in time, Hanks apparently dismantled the cabin and
prepared it for shipment, presumably to Boston.
Shortly after exhibiting the cabin in Chicago, Hanks (and his business partner James
Shoaff) exhibited the cabin in Boston. The July 16th, 1865 issue of the Boston Herald carried a
story relating to the cabin’s exhibition on the Boston Common (as reprinted in the July 21st , 1865
issue of the New York times). Although a copy of this article has not been obtained, the New
York Times carried a presumed reprint of that article on July 21, 1865—which was entitled
“Abraham Lincoln’s Log Cabin. The Structure in Boston.” This account contains some of the
more detailed description of the cabin.
Much has been said by the Western press, of late, concerning the log cabin once
occupied by Abraham Lincoln on the prairies of Illinois. The veritable fabric has
at last reached our city, and is on exhibition on the parade-ground of the
Common. It is some twenty feet square, and of the most primitive pattern, being
constructed entirely of logs placed together in the same manner in which a child
would construct a “cob house.” The logs were roughly hewed by Lincoln and Mr.
John Hanks, and they present something of the appearance of railroad sleepers at
the present day, but are larger. Thirty-two sleepers are their number; and the
interstices were originally filled with woody fragments and with clay, in a manner
which is described to the visitor. They are held together by six rough, unhewn
joists, and the roof is supported by sixteen rafters of similar description. Of
course the structure is much dilapidated, it having battled with the storms of over
thirty years, and been recently hacked by relic-hunters. Indeed, what once
comprised the doors and shutters are now in the possession of this persistent,
ubiquitous class, but the holes where those things were can be very distinctly seen
if one’s scrutiny is minute and vigilant; and if one visits the place in the evening
they will be seen by the light of the kerosene, which was not used by the original
occupants of this structure.
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There are several objects of interest inside, which are courteously pointed out by
Mr. John Hanks, a bosom friend of Mr. Lincoln, who is always present, and who,
although silvery with age, manifests the elasticity and vigor of a man at forty. He
will point out to you one of the celebrated rails which he knows Abe split, and
which formed a portion of the fence around the older Lincoln’s farm, the mate to
which realized so handsomely at the recent Chicago fair; also a fragment of ye
ancient calico dress, which cost sixty cents a yard, and which was worn by the
second wife of the President’s father, and transmitted to the son. The seats in the
cabin (“puncheons” they are called by Western men) are constructed of what was
once the floor, and there are other objects around which a melancholy interest
now clusters, and which excite a wonder if ever in the world’s history there went
out from so humble a roof a man justly entitled to so much homage and respect,
and who was elevated to such an exalted position as he who once made these
walls his only abode.
Thirty-five years ago this humble but now “historic” structure, was erected in
Macon County, Ill., ten miles west of Decatur, upon the prairie, and Abraham
Lincoln and John Hanks were its architects and constructors. Mr. Lincoln resided
in it for two years [sic], with his father, step-mother and step-brother, just after
their removal from Indiana, and prior to the engagement of the future President as
a flat-boatman.
If any person should entertain a doubt of the identity of this cabin, the flowing
letter from Gov. Oglesby, of Illinois, will assure all of its genuineness.
The previously written letter by Governor Oglesby testifying to the authenticity of this cabin also
accompanied this article. The cabin apparently remained in Boston for several weeks. The
August 2nd, 1865 issue of the Chicago Tribune carried a very short note in the “Personal” section
of the newspaper that stated that
John Hanks is exhibiting the Lincoln Log Cabin on Boston Common and the
Marquis of Drogheda and his Marchioness paid a visit to the old gentleman last
week and purchased some of the Lincoln curiosities.
The August 3rd, 1865 issue of the Chicago Tribune elaborated on the story regarding the visit of
the Marquis.
The Lincoln log cabin, so prominent an object of interest at the late Sanitary Fair
in this city, is still on exhibition on Boston Common, and was honored a few days
ago by a visit from live English nobility, in the persons of the Marquis of
Drogheda and his lady. They did the sensible thing to drop in quietly and incog.,
manifested the greatest interest in “Uncle John’s” personal reminiscences, and
purchased a liberal amount of his sacred white oak relics. Not until after their
departure did Mr. Hanks know who his visitors were. Since then he has been
delightedly repeating to other comers the parting assurance of the lady that she
and her husband belonged “to the very large class in our country who admire Mr.
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Lincoln’s character.” Bostonians are delighted at the incident, which certainly
does honor to the English party.
An advertisement handbill for the Lincoln cabin’s Boston tour has survived (Figure 15).
This handbill’s headline is “Last Week! Of the Original Lincoln Log Cabin! Now on exhibition
at the Parade Ground, Boston Common.” The handbill also reproduced the Oglesby
authentication letter. Admission to the cabin was ten cents for adults and five cents for children.
According to the handbill, “half of the net proceeds will be devoted to the erection of a
monument to the memory of Thomas Lincoln, father of Abraham Lincoln.”13 Thomas Shoaff—
son of James Shoaff—was later to state that the cabin remained on the Boston Commons ground
“for about eight months” (Statement of Thomas Benton Shoaff; Abraham Lincoln Presidential
Library). Unfortunately, Thomas Shoaff’s familiarity with the subject matter was a bit
inaccurate in some details, and the validity of this statement is definitely questioned.
About this time, Josiah Holland (of Springfield, Massachusetts) was researching and
writing a book on the life of Abraham Lincoln. His book, entitled Life of Abraham Lincoln
(1866) was one of the first published on the martyred president’s life. The book contained a
lithographic image of the Macon County cabin taken directly from the Hanks “photograph”—
albeit with James Shoaff replacing Dennis Hanks in the image (Figure 25). Although it has been
postulated that Dennis Hanks was removed from this image in an effort to avoid possible
copyright issues, the insertion of James Shoaff (in frock coat and top hat) suggests it was done
simply as a means to emphasize Shoaff’s involvement with the project—as it apparently was
James Shoaff “who financed and went to Boston with the cabin and the two Hanks… [and] the
man who taught Abe Lincoln how to read and write” (2/3/1924; “Lincoln Cabin Boulder Half
Mile From Site”). Besides the lithograph of the Lincoln cabin, Holland’s published history also
has a few interesting items relating to the cabin. Holland (1866:39-40) states that
The elder Lincoln selected a spot on the north side of the Sangamon River, at the
junction of the timber land and prairie, about ten miles westerly of Decatur. Here
Abraham assisted his father in building a log cabin, and in getting the family into
a condition for comfortable life. The cabin, which still stands, was made of
hewed timber, and near it were built a smoke house and stable. All the tools they
had to work with were a common ax, a broad ax, a handsaw, and a “drawer
knife.” The doors and floor were made of puncheon, and the gable ends of the
structure boarded up with plank “rived’ by Abraham’s hand out of oak timber.
The nails used—and they were few—were all brought from their old home in
Indiana. When the cabin and outbuildings were completed, Abraham set to work
and helped to split rails enough to fence in a lot of ten acres, and build the fence.
After breaking up the piece of inclosed [sic] prairie, and seeing it planted with
corn, he turned over the new home to his father, and announced his intentions to
seek or make his own fortune. [More interesting history could be added here
from Holland… it is refreshingly new material—and often retold].
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This handbill was probably from the William Barton collection. The Liberator (July 21, 1865) apparently also
carried a story about the cabin being exhibited in Boston
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Although it is not clear as to how long the cabin remained in Boston, it may have
remained there for one-two months. At any rate, by the middle of September 1865, the cabin had
arrived in New York City. After the cabin was exhibited in Boston, John Hanks apparently took
the “show” to New York City, where it was exhibited for a short time (from September 18 until
October 29, 1865) in P. T. Barnum’s New American Museum.14 Details of the opening of a
“sixth saloon” in Barnum’s new museum were advertised in a New York Times article dated
September 18, 1865—which clearly headlined the Lincoln cabin (see Figure 17). This
advertisement notes that
a sixth saloon has just been added, in which is exhibited the IDENTICAL
LINCOLN LOG CABIN build by ABRAHAM LINCOLN, in Macon County,
Illinois in 1830, and in which he resided for two years [sic]. Original letters from
Gov. R. J. Oglesby of Illinois, Gov. Andres of Massachusetts, and other
distinguished personages, prove the identity of this historical relic, made sacred
for having been touched by that once powerful but now motionless hand…. John
Hanks, of Illinois, who assisted Mr. Lincoln in the erection will be in the cabin to
answer all questions (9/18/1865; “Barnum’s New American Museum”, New York
Times, as cited in 10/4/1953: “Where Cabin Went After New York Is
Unknown”).
Other notable exhibits in Barnum’s new “saloon” (which apparently included “over 100,000
curiosities”) included three of the tallest giants in the world, the largest fat woman living, the
prettiest “circassian” girls ever seen, Bohemian glass blowers, and a mammoth prize-frog
weighing in at 90 pounds—all accompanied by a variety of talented performers.
After the cabin was exhibited in New York City, there is some confusion as to what
actually happened to the cabin at this point in time. Apparently Hanks was preparing to take his
cabin and/or traveling show to Europe. Governor Oglesby even wrote him another letter of
introduction for his European tour (in the possession of John Hanks daughter, Mrs. Mary Ellen
Manon, and reprinted here from Davis (1932:84-85)). Plans were apparently in order to travel to
France, but for some reason he did not go. Oglesby’s letter, dated April 6, 1867 from the State of
Illinois Executive Mansion, is reproduced in full here. Of special note is Oglesby’s request that
Hanks return the humble cabin to Illinois upon his return from Europe.
My dear old friend:
I learn you are about leaving your home in Macon County to visit France and
perhaps other nations of Europe, and that you contemplate taking with you the
Old Log Cabin built by you and Abraham Lincoln in Macon County, Illinois more
than thirty-six years ago., and occupied by his Father and family when they
resided in the County. I sincerely hope you may have a pleasant journey and that
in every respect it may prove profitable to you.
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Barnum’s New American Museum was located in a renovated theater at 539 -541 Broadway Street (between
Spring and Prince Streets). His previous museum, located on the corner of Broadway and Ann Streets, had been
recently destroyed by fire. Admission to the museum was 30 cents for adults and 15 cents for children.
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The relationship of friendship you bore to Mr. Lincoln, the acknowledged fact
that this is the log cabin you and he built, that you were common laborers for
several years, that you were closely related to each other, and that Abraham
Lincoln always respected you and uniformly spoke so respectfully and kindly of
you in all the honored positions held by that honored and noble man who sprung
from the humble walks of life, endear you to us all, and all of Mr. Lincoln’s
friends hold you in most kindly remembrance and are and will be rejoiced to hear
of your success in life. I hope when you end your visit in Europe you will not fail
to return the humble Old Log Cabin to your home. Rough as it looks, knowing as
I do that it was the real house and home of Mr. Lincoln, we prize it highly as we
do everything connected with his great name. To all of us who have been familiar
with the cabin for more than (30) years and who know you gave the logs to Mr.
Lincoln and aided Abraham Lincoln to put it up it is a most interesting relic.
Should it become necessary to read this letter to anyone in Europe to satisfy any
doubts upon the points of its identify and real history you are at liberty to do so.
Again, hoping you may safely return to your former home in Illinois largely
benefited by the experiences of travel, I remain
Very respectfully,
Your friend, Richard J. Oglesby
Governor of Illinois
For many years the whereabouts of the Lincoln cabin was apparently lost to the Decatur
locals. James Shoaff (Dennis Hanks son-in-law and promoter of the cabin) firmly believed that
the cabin “was disposed of to an English syndicate to be taken to England” and was lost at sea
during transit. Nonetheless, while the cabin was on exhibit in New York City, the Decatur State
Chronicle published the following note
The Lincoln cabin is now on exhibition in New York, and will shortly be taken to
Philadelphia, after which it is the purpose of the proprietors to exhibit it in
Europe. John Hanks left for the east yesterday, and will accompany the cabin to
Europe. As the early companion of Mr. Lincoln he will form an interesting feature
of the exhibition (10/4/1953; “Where Cabin Went After New York is Unknown:
Barnum Exhibited Lincoln’s Cabin 88 Years Ago”).15 “Letter [from Harry Pratt?]
to Edward Jacob dated August 9, 1929 and copied to Otto Kyle, in Abraham
Lincoln Presidential Library).
Clearly Hanks would have traveled with the cabin to Europe, and we know that he survived to a
substantial old age in Decatur—and apparently was not lost at sea with the remains of a cabin.
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This newspaper article had been reprinted in the Illinois State Journal of Springfield on November 18, 1865. It is
assumed that this article appeared in the Decatur State Chronicle only a few days earlier. Unfortunately, the
original article has not been located.
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As such, it seems that this story—about the loss of the cabin at sea—had become an urban
legend rather quickly.
John Hanks daughter (Mrs. Mary Ellen Hanks Manon) recalled that “the cabin was
shown in New York and later in Philadelphia as well.” This was emphatically refuted by
Thomas Shoaff, who said it was “sold to an Englishman and shipped abroad, but lost in transit”
(Letter of Mrs. Mary Manon to Frank Sawyer, as cited in Davis (1933:84)). Shoaff was so
emphatic about this misjudgment of Mrs. Manon that he signed an affidavit to that effect—and
may have been responsible for much of the confusion regarding the later known whereabouts of
the cabin.
As the above article suggests, Hanks appears to have taken the cabin from New York
directly to Philadelphia in late 1865—and it was not until 1867 (cf. Oglesby letter above) that he
was anticipating going to Europe with his cabin. A handbill or advertisement brochure printed in
Philadelphia, and indicating that the cabin had previously been displayed in Chicago, Boston and
New York City, was being displayed at the “Assembly Buildings” at the corner of Chestnut and
Tenth Streets (see Figure 16).16 Although the handbill does not identify the city, it, strongly
suggests that the cabin was transported and displayed in the “City of Brotherly Love”
(Philadelphia). This handbill is, unfortunately, not dated. It would appear, that the cabin did,
indeed, travel to Philadelphia, but the question as to when the cabin was exhibited there must be
addressed. The various secondary accounts all seem to place the Lincoln cabin in Philadelphia at
the time of the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition in 1876. This is over ten years from the time
the cabin was on display in New York City, and it seems more probable that the cabin was on
display in that city many years prior to the Centennial Exposition in 1876. One must question
whether the cabin was exhibited in Philadelphia shortly after its removal from Barnum’s New
American Museum in late 1865. Another possibility, as suggested by an undated newspaper
article from the twentieth century, suggests that the cabin may have been returned to Boston after
its New York showing, and remained in that city through 1876. This story notes, “after the
exposition at Chicago the old cabin was taken to Boston Commons and exhibited there. It
remained on the Commons until the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. It was taken to that
place and exhibited once more” (Undated: “Lincoln’s Macon County Cabin Disappeared After
Being Widely Exhibited”). This newspaper article also seems to incorrectly associate the cabin’s
tour of Philadelphia with the Centennial Exposition. Unfortunately, although plausible, no
documentation of this fact has been found—and it is more likely that cabin was exhibited in
Philadelphia in the late 1860s and prior to the Centennial Exposition of 1876.
The 1880 Macon County history—which simply reiterated much of Holland’s (1865)
earlier work regarding Lincoln’s tenure in Macon County—noted that
The elder Lincoln selected a spot for his house on the north side of the Sangamon
river in section 28, Town 16 N., Range 1 E., in what is now Harristown township.
Here at the junction of the timber land and prairie, Abraham assisted his father in
erecting a log cabin and in getting the family comfortably settled. The cabin was
made of hewed timber, and near it was built a smoke-house and stable. A
common ax, a broad ax, a hand saw and a “drawer knife” were all the tools they
16
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had to work with. The doors and floor consisted of puncheons, and the gable ends
of the building were boarded up with plank “rived” by Abraham’s hand out of oak
timber. The few nails that were used were brought from their old home in Indiana
(Brink, McDonough and Company 1880:34).
The authors also note that “the land which Abraham Lincoln cultivated when he resided in
Macon county in 1830” was “the eastern part of the [W. H. Whitley] farm”—which was touted
as being “one of the oldest in that part of the county” (Brink, McDonough and Company
1880:186). But, more importantly, this county history adds some additional information
regarding the whereabouts of the cabin during the 1870s. The authors of the county history
appear to have been unaware of the cabin’s removal to Chicago, Boston, New York, and
potentially to Philadelphia during the later 1860s, and states that
The cabin stood where it had been erected [in Macon County] until 1876, when it
was carefully taken apart and shipped to Philadelphia, where it was again put
together on the centennial grounds, and remained there during the great
exposition, being viewed with interest by thousands of liberty-loving people of
the world (Brink, McDonough and Company 1880:34).
In yet another location, the county history states that the Lincoln cabin
Remained on the ground where it was first built until 1876, when it was taken
apart, removed to Philadelphia, and rebuilt at the Centennial grounds, where it
remained until the close of the exposition. A few logs were then cut up for canes,
etc., but the cabin itself is still standing (Brink, McDonough and Company
1880:184).
It is assumed that the authors of the county history simply were misguided and ill informed
regarding the status of the cabin during the later 1860s and 1870s. Nonetheless, they appear to
have contributed significantly to the confusion regarding the final deposition of the cabin.
In 1930, Richmond (1930:55) notes that “the story told at various times to the effect that
the cabin was exhibited at the centennial exhibition in Philadelphia in 1876 is incorrect. The
cabin has never been heard of since the time it was sold to the English syndicate for shipment to
England in 1865, according to Mr. Shoaff, and it is generally supposed that it was lost in
passage.” Unfortunately, there is no record or knowledge of who the “English syndicate” might
be.
To further complicate the issue, as noted above, one late nineteenth century history
(Brink, McDonough and Company 1880:184) goes so far as to suggest that the cabin never left
the county. This source notes that the Lincoln cabin “remained on the ground where it was first
built until 1876, when it was taken apart, removed to Philadelphia, and rebuilt at the Centennial
grounds, where it remained until the close of the exposition. A few logs were then cut up for
canes, etc., but the cabin itself is still standing.” According to this history, “we are indebted to
Mr. John Hanks, a prominent and very intelligent citizen of Hickory Point township, for the
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following very interesting facts concerning Mr. Lincoln’s life in Macon county.” The source for
this story was even John Hanks!
Although it would have been assumed that the local Decatur newspapers would have
written about the return of Hanks to Decatur after his eastern tour, no such newspaper article has
been found. Otto Kyle searched the Decatur newspapers (1858 and 1860-1866) for articles
relating to the cabin and Lincoln’s presence in Decatur (10/4/1953: “Where Cabin Went After
New York Is Unknown”). An undated—potentially 1920s— newspaper article describes the
plight of the cabin after its “eastern tour.” This article states that
after the Centennial, the general public never heard of the old cabin. Decatur
people forgot about it with the exception of George Simpson. Some years after
the exposition he became curious to learn of the fate of the old structure which he
felt should be returned to Decatur. Mr. Simpson wrote to friends in Philadelphia
and asked them to investigate. They could learn nothing but a few vague rumors.
One of these rumors was that [the] cabin was bought by an English syndicate to
show in England, but that the ship on which it was being transported was lost at
sea. There was nothing to verify this or any of the other stories. When the writer
of this article was in Hodginsville, Ky., an old man who was somewhat of a cynic
told him that the cabin there wasn’t the original Lincoln’s birthplace, but was a
cabin brought ‘from up in Illinoy whar Lincoln lived awhile.’ This is highly
improbable, however (Undated: “Lincoln’s Macon County Cabin Disappeared
After Being Widely Exhibited. Decatur Let It Get Away in 1865 Before
Realizing Its Value”).
Although it seemed fairly farfetched to the author at that time, the reality is that the Hodgsonville
“cynic” was probably more correct than the writer was willing to accept, as the birthplace cabin
in Kentucky probably was reconstructed of logs from both the Lincoln family’s Coles County
house as well as from an early log house associated with Robert E. Lee—both of which had been
transported and reconstructed at the Chicago Columbian Exposition in 1893! Afterwards,
remnants of both cabins apparently were shipped to Kentucky to assist with the reconstruction of
that cabin [see newspaper article, Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library].
In the early to middle 1870s, the country—particularly the Midwestern states—witnessed
a publishing craze that resulted in the compilation and printing of a series of illustrated atlases
that documented the majority of the counties in Illinois. The publication of these bound volumes
(which contained township maps, county histories, as well as biographies and farmstead sketches
of prominent—and paying—local citizens) were a natural outgrowth of the earlier county wall
maps. Macon County was no exception, and the Illustrated Atlas of Macon County, Illinois was
published by Warner and Beers in 1874. In this 1870s atlas, the map of Harristown Township
contained a small image of a cabin marking the suspected location of the Lincoln cabin in
Section 28 of Harristown Township (Figure 7). Later atlases also illustrated the location of the
cabin (Figures 8-9).
A renewed interest in Lincoln was rekindled in the early 1890s by a series of articles
written by Ida Tarbell for McClure’s Magazine. In 1894, Tarbell published a story relating to
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Lincoln’s early life and included a series of photographs of his purported boyhood home. One of
these photographs (reproduced in the attached Figures)—although probably not representing the
actual birthplace cabin—is an excellent example of a circa early nineteenth century cabin that the
young Thomas Lincoln family would have occupied. This particular photograph is currently
incorrectly identified online as the Lincoln family’s Macon County home 17
Records of the local Decatur Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution
(D.A.R.) indicate that it was in January 1902 that there first was “agitation to mark the site of the
old Lincoln cabin.” A committee was quickly formed, with Mrs. George Haworth as chair lady,
and the committee proceeded to research the subject. She “had conducted a vigorous
correspondence… [and] had satisfied herself as to the proper location.” By January 1903,
another committee had been appointed “to attend to the matter of the boulder and the tablet.”
The formal dedication ceremony was undertaken on June 14, 1905 [great photograph is available
of this event]. The granite boulder with its mounted brass plaque was placed adjacent to an
existing farmhouse well removed from the bluff crest, and referred to as the T. J. Scroggin Farm
(2/3/1924 “Lincoln Cabin Boulder Half Mile From Site”). 18 The granite boulder used by the
D.A.R apparently came from nearby Decatur. The boulder was found “by a boy near the river at
the foot of Colfax Street, now known as Jackson street, was used to hold a bronze tablet” (Kyle
12/6/1931, “Propose Rebuilding…”; 11/2/1904; “Memorial To Mark Lincoln Cabin Site”).
It would appear that there probably was a considerable amount of visitor traffic to the
Scroggin Farm site—potentially even prior to the setting of the monument by the D.A.R. An
undated newspaper article describes the numerous visitors and sightseers, but does not mention
the monument (Undated; “Many Visitors at the Old Lincoln Cabin Site”). The article notes
As time is fast blotting out all recollection of Abraham Lincoln, except through
the channels of history, there seems to be a corresponding increase in the demand
for anything that might serve as a souvenir from the old Lincoln home. Of course
nothing remains at the old homestead that was in use in Lincoln’s lifetime, but we
have the home site, occupied by a different house and the surrounding fields
unchanged.
THE TREES. There are forest trees, mostly walnut, in the yard and adjoining
lots, just as they stood fifty years ago, except that they were perhaps more
abundant at that time. The house in the picture [see attached Figure] is said to
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Ida Minerva Tarbell (1857-1944) was a renowned female journalist that worked for many years for the McClure’s
Magazine. In 1894, Tarbell began a series of articles on Abraham Lincoln’s life, and in 1900, aided by J. McCan
Davis, those articles were “collected into a book entitled The Life of Abraham Lincoln, Drawn from Original
Sources and Containing Many Speeches, Letters and Telegrams Hitherto Unpublished in two volumes. It became
the standard work on Lincoln until 1947, when the Lincoln papers were finally made available to researchers”
(http://encyclopedia.jrank.org/articles/pages/4787/Tarbell-Ida-Minerva-1857-1944.html).
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T. J. Scroggin “was one of Harristown township’s most widely known long time residents…” He apparently
settled in the township “about 1864, and lived there until his death in 1911. Mr. Scroggin was an extensive land
holder, owning more than 1,600 acres. Hew was known particularly as a most successful breeder of fine cattle. Mr.
Scroggin’s fondness for animals resulted in his maintenance for a long time of a deer park, where he kept a big herd
of deer” (Richmond 1930:431). The farmhouse at the Scroggin Site was probably a tenant farmhouse.
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occupy the exact spot that Lincoln’s home stood on, the builders being careful to
follow the lines of the original foundation, which was perhaps ten degrees off
from square with the world.
MANY VISITORS. The Lincoln homestead is four miles south of Harristown,
near the Sangamon river, in a rather secluded spot, scarcely accessible by a wagon
road, yet a great many people visit that farm through curiosity, and they must be
for the most part disappointed at the appearance of the place. In the picture are
several from New York, being uncles and other relatives of G. F. Cottle of Brody.
WANTED IN. They came to the place on the same errand as do hundreds of
others, and asked permission of our photographer to get in front of the camera.
Requests came from all parts of the country for souvenirs, off of this farm, and
through the generosity of the owner, R. Scroggin, they are supplied one way or
another. [We may be able to date this news story by the landowner—as Mr. John
Dipper apparently owned the land at a later date?]
SOUVENIRS. One request was for three of the Abe Lincoln walnut fence rails.
They were supplied from a fence that happened to be built of walnut rails in
recent years. An old stump was dug out and ‘totted’ away by a man that said he
had helped [?] Abe cut the tree down. A western state house has some sevenyear-old walnut trees growing in the yard that came from seed selected from the
trees in this yard.
Mr. Scroggin, who manages the farm, lives a short distance from the old Lincoln
site. He makes no attempt to preserve it as an historic spot, but devotes his time
to keeping up his model home, where all the comforts of life are to be found
(Undated; “Many Visitors at the Old Lincoln Cabin Site”).
The boulder was set in the winter of 1904 without ceremony. A formal dedication ceremony was
held on June 14, 1905 [more info available regarding dedication event in the article] (12/5/1990;
“History Updated: DAR Lincoln Plaque Moved To Lincoln Trail Homestead State Park”). This
article makes reference to Mrs. George Haworth’s—chairwoman of the Lincoln Plaque project—
scrapbook being purchased by a Mrs. Jean Myers at a flea market in 1990.19 Mrs. Haworth
was certain that the site was on the farm of Thomas J. Scroggin, about a half mile
north of the Sangamon River in Section 28 of the township. In the papers [of the
D.A.R.], Scroggin claimed that the cabin, in 1864, was moved from its original
location to the riverbank, where for many years afterward, it was used by hands
working at the Whitley mill nearby. He said it was also used as a schoolhouse.
He said he saw the cabin’s base logs taken from the original site when Eli
Brenneman had a house built on that spot. [This probably refers to the small
frame house present in 1905 and referred to as the Scroggin farm.] Later, after
Scroggin bought the Brenneman land around 1884, he became the host of many
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This scrapbook contained a wealth of information on the event. Future research might attempt to relocate this
scrapbook.
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Lincoln pilgrims and souvenir hunters. Their major source of attack was an old
log shack on Scroggin’s land, believed to date back to 1830. These people were
allowed to carry away pieces of it until it was no more. Others asked Scroggin for
fence rails and even walnuts and elm striplings. Scroggin’s own son sent 1896
president-elect William McKinley some canes fashioned from walnut timber
found on the ‘Lincoln Place.’ The D.A.R. marked the spot of the Lincoln home
with a granite stone bearing a bronze tablet, set several feet to the north of
Scroggin’s house and dedicated June 14, 1904. While the farmer, apprehensive of
the property damage many tourists could cause, wished only a small marker
placed on his land, he suggested that the D.A.R. could buy the few acres in the
middle of his farm where the Homestead had been (10/13/1982: “…Associated
with Abraham Lincoln”).
As the reporter further noted, “parts of Scroggin’s testimony conflict[s] with… the records of
Hanks-Shoaff cabin dealings” (10/13/1982: “… Associated with Abraham Lincoln”). Scroggin’s
testimony and/or comments alluded to in this article would be of great interest. It would seem
that he was of the opinion that the actual site was closer to the river on his land, and not by his
house where the boulder was set.
This same article noted that “In the home of A. Mr. Webber Borchers is a document
stating that park superintendent Frank Torrence found the four base logs at the original cabin
site—in 1908. This document is in a frame made from the only unrotted fragment of these logs”
(10/13/1982: “…Associated with Abraham Lincoln”). Potentially, this statement could have
some truth to it, as Hanks noted that the base logs were rotted, and they probably were left
behind by him. [A fragmentary newspaper article of unknown date makes note of an object—
probably this frame—having been made from a log from the base of a cabin lived in by Lincoln
which “was salvaged by the late Frank Torrence, who gave it to Webber Borchers, a member of
the Macon County Historical Society, who presented it to the library.” This xerox copy
accompanies an article entitled “Library Display Unique Lincoln Replica” –replica of Lincoln’s
birthplace shrine made from sugar cubes, starch cubes and plaster of Paris.]
The centennial of Lincoln’s birth resulted in a renewed interest in the year Lincoln spent
in Macon County. On the anniversary of Lincoln’s birth, the Decatur Herald published a
Sunday issue of their newspaper dedicated to Lincoln’s life in central Illinois—particularly to his
time spent in Macon County (2/7/1909; The Decatur Herald’s Lincoln Centenary Number Home
Edition). This issue of the newspaper contained an interesting mix of articles relating to
Lincoln’s career and his time spent in central Illinois as a young man. One of the more
interesting accounts, with regard to the current discussion, was a story of a Mrs. Camren—who
had first hand knowledge about the location of the Lincoln cabin. This story, accompanied by a
picture of Mrs. Camren, was entitled “Tablet Not On Site of Lincoln Cabin: Mrs. Camren Says
Log Hut Stood On Bluff Overlooking the Sangamon an Eighth of a Mile Nearer the River, and
that in Her Girlhood It Was Used as a Schoolhouse.” Mrs. Camren suggested that the cabin was
located south and west of the DAR boulder—and gives conflicting testimony to the cabin being
located both on a steep bluff overlooking the river as well as being on the river bank. Relevant
portions of the article are copied below.
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The boulder and the tablet were placed there by the Daughters of the American
Revolution. The members of that society have a desire to accurately fix places of
historic interest. If their desire is to be exact, according to the latest advices, they
must move the boulder and its tablet. The testimony of a disinterested person and
one who should know, is to the effect that the log cabin home of the Lincoln
family was an eighth of a mile south and two or three hundred yards west of the
spot now marked by the boulder. Many persons have visited the Scoggin’s farm
southwest of Decatur to see the boulder and the tablet it bears. The approaching
centennary [sic] anniversary of the birth of Lincoln has aroused a new interest in
those localities with which Abraham Lincoln was familiar during that portion of
life spent in Macon county.
WENT TO SCHOOL IN LINCOLN CABIN. The frame house standing on the
supposed site of the Lincoln cabin is now occupied by a family named Camren.
Mrs. Camren whose maiden name was Sarah Johnson, when a child attended
school in the old Lincoln cabin. She says that the site of the cabin was not that
spot marked by the boulder, but that it was on the river bank at a point about an
eighth of a mile south of her present home and two or three hundreds yards west
of that place.
Mrs. Camren talks enthusiastically of her girlhood in Harristown. “I did not know
any of the Lincoln family, “ she said. “They had gone from here before my
father’s family came to this country from Ohio. I have never seen any of the
Lincoln family that I know of. When we came here there were some old settlers
who remembered something of the Lincoln family in the time that they lived in
this part of the county.”
CABIN USED AS A SCHOOL. “For a short time I went to school in what was
then known as the Lincoln cabin. The cabin site was on the riverbank on what is
now known as the Hostetler and Pegram farm, just west of the Scroggins farm.
About 1860, I can’t tell the exact year, my father, G. W. Johnson was one of the
men instrumental in getting the school district subdivided. The district was so
large that some of the children could not travel the distance necessary to get to
school, especially if the weather were bad or the roads muddy.”
“After the district was thinly settled the people had little money and dividing the
district had not helped the conditions much. At last my father interested some of
the people in a subscription school, the patrons contributing to the expense of
maintaining it. He was induced to do that by the offer of Lafe Whitley who then
owned as I remember it, practically all of what is now known as the Scroggins
farm and the Hostetler-Pegram farm. Mr. Whitley told father that if they could
not build a school house they might take the old Lincoln cabin and fix it up for a
school house. On the river bank near the Whitley saw mill there was an old log
cabin which all of the old settlers then living here said was the Lincoln cabin.”
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CABIN STOOD ON A BLUFF. “Father and some other men did patch up the
house. A widow, Mrs. Tabler, was employed to teach and had a school there for
several weeks. I attended that school. There was some trouble about her
certificate as a teacher. I don’t know just what it was, and before she had finished
one term in the cabin she quit. Father was disgusted and there was no more
school there. All I know about the cabin is what the old settlers of that day told.
Every one at that time knew the log house as the Lincoln cabin. I had been there
many times when a child before we ever thought of using it as a school house.”
“The house stood on a bluff that was so steep that from the edge you could look
almost straight down into the river. The house stood back from the edge of the
bluff one hundred feet or more. There was nothing unusual about the log house.
It was a log cabin and there were a number of them along the river at that time.
Whitley’s saw mill was not one hundred yards from the cabin, being down stream
from that place. The cabin had been deserted for many years apparently, and was
open to the cattle and hogs. When I was a child there was no house where this
house [the frame house by the tablet] stands nor was there any indication that
there had ever been a house here.”
NO CABIN WHERE TABLET STANDS. “Until last summer when our family
returned to this county I had been away from here for thirty years, living in
Christian county. Last fall I walked over to the bluff where the old cabin stood
when I was a child. I could recognize the bluff upon which it stood but I could
not tell the exact spot where the cabin had been located. I remember distinctly of
being at the old cabin and at the saw mill both before and after the cabin was used
as a school house.”
“That Lincoln ever lived there of course is something that I know only by
hearsay, but at that time the old settlers who claimed to have some knowledge of
the local history said that it was the Lincoln cabin. At that time there was no
cabin here where this frame house stands and there was a cabin on the high bluff
overlooking the river. My father at that time owned the farm just west of the
Whitley place which we were told was the old Thomas Lincoln farm.”
Relic hunters even now occasionally visit the Scroggins farm to… [remainder of
article is illegible.]
During the 1920s, serious agitation as to the exact location of the Lincoln Cabin began,
and the controversy heated up in the middle 1920s (9/24/1922; “Lose Trace of Lincoln’s Decatur
Home”; 9/24/1922; “Old Lincoln Cabin is Lost and Tom Shoaf Corrects the Writer Who
Comments on it”; 11/19/1922: “Lincoln Cabin Chimney Stones in Decatur”). The debate was
further kindled in early 1924 when an article appeared in the local newspaper (Decatur Review)
raising questions about the location of the original Lincoln cabin (2/3/1924; “Lincoln Cabin
Boulder Half Mile From Site; Discussion as to Location Starts—Evidence Shows Present
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Location Wrong.”).20 This article laid out the argument as to why it was believed that the DAR
boulder was in the wrong location, and the site was not properly marked. This anonymous
newspaper article (dated February 3, 1924) noted that “Judge John McCoy, deeply interested in
Macon County history, is convinced that the location of the boulder is wrong. He banks on the
information given him by the late George S. Simpson. He thinks the site was from a quarter to a
half mile further south and west than the spot where the boulder was placed…. Mrs. A. E.
Ahrens is the present regent of the Decatur chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution.
She says that George S. Simpson came to her about two months before he died and told her that
the boulder was located at least a quarter of a mile too far north… It is recited that there was
considerable controversy as to the location of the boulder, but it was placed where the committee
decided it should be placed. Every member of the committee welcomes the present discussion
and no one has expressed any disagreement with the statement that the marker should be placed
where it belongs” (2/3/1924 “Lincoln Cabin Boulder Half Mile From Site”). The article
continued by noting that “
when the [D.A.R.] marker was placed, E. L. Pegram and J. C. Hostetler owned the
south part of the original Whitley farm, where it is said by the objectors that the
marker should have been placed. Lafayette Whitley was still living at the farm.
He was consulted by the committee, and, although he could not remember
exactly, he expressed himself as inclined to believe that the cabin was located
closer to the river.
T. J. Scroggin owned the adjoining tract and always expressed himself as hopeful
that the marker would be placed on his land.
George H. Simpson… son of the late George S. Simpson, states that his father
always insisted that the site chosen for the boulder was wrong. “Father told me
repeatedly that the Lincoln cabin stood on the edge of the Whitley farm, on the
bank above the river.” Said Mr. Simpson. “I went out there with my father and he
pointed out the spot where the cabin stood. I could probably go back there and
show the location as he indicated it then.”
As the article noted, chief among the reasons in believing the monument was not at the proper
location was 1) the map data (1865 and 1874), as well as 2) “the testimony of the late George S.
Simpson of Decatur who insisted that the site chosen by the D. A. R committee was wrong.” It
was George Simpson who “went with the late James Shoaff” and photographed the cabin on its
original site. At that time, one of the landowners, a Pugh Gorin, noted that “every proof
obtainable is against the present location of the marker… [and] insists that if there be a marker
at all it should be on the right spot… he even goes so far as to say that some persons are likely to
round up a fund some day and put a log cabin down on the bank of the Sangamon, a half mile
south and west of the marker, as a memorial to Abraham Lincoln who helped build a like cabin
and lived there.”
20

This newspaper article (dated February 3, 1924) cites an earlier article, which apparently discussed the DAR and
the original Whitley landholdings in Section 28, Harristown Township. It was published “last Wednesday” [It may
be of interest to try to locate this article.]
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Davis (1932:88) noted that “To return to the Lincoln log cabin, the land where it stood is
now owned by James T. Whitley. The old mill dam is still there (August, 1929). Mr. Whitley
says that there were two great men born there, who knew all about the cabin and where it stood;
but that Lincoln is gone and can’t tell, and he is a Democrat and won’t tell. The only thing
wrong with this statement is that Mr. Whitley is too modest, as Lincoln was born in Kentucky!”
A Mr. Simpson—who had taken a picture in 1865 of the cabin before it had been
moved—“was one of the last persons to visit the cabin before it was taken away.” Mr. Simpson
stated the “he does not believe that the cabin was located on the place where the marker now is,
but closer to the river. He is supported in this by an old woman [Mrs. Cameron or Camren] now
living in the west who went to school in the cabin. Mr. Simpson’s contention is also supported
by others because in the early days a settler desired to get as close as possible to running water,
and the place where the marker is located is some distance from water” (Undated; “Lincoln’s
Macon County Cabin Disappeared After Being Exhibited”).
The re-publication of Ida Turbell’s book The Life Of Abraham Lincoln, Drawn From
Original Sources and Containing Many Speeches, Letters, and Telegrams Hitherto Unpublished
(4 volumes) in 1924 further excited the public in Lincoln sites, and apparently resulted in greater
circulation of Tarbell’s earlier work, and renewed national interest in the Macon County sites
associated with Abraham Lincoln (7/20/1924; “Throng of Pilgrims To See Lincoln Memorial /
New Book By Miss Ida Tarbell Results In Many Visitors at Library—Will Need Custodian and
Guide”). As a newspaper account noted, “a striking reaction from Miss Ida Tarbell’s new
Lincoln book is felt daily in the Decatur public library in the stream of pilgrims who are now
coming here to follow the ‘footsteps of Lincoln’ in Macon county. They come from north and
south and from east and west, eager to see and to know about every location and every object
sacred to the memory of Lincoln.”21
About this time [later 1930s or early 1940s?], a Mrs. Anna Onstott from New York City
was in Decatur “dashing about town early and late, seeing and interviewing everyone she could
find who might have any worthwhile scraps of information about Lincoln’s residence and
activities here.” Mrs. Onstott’s husband had been a first cousin to Henry Onstott—of New
Salem fame. During her visit to Decatur, she visited the site of the cabin, and made an unusual
“discovery.” An undated newspaper account
While prowling around the location of the Lincolns’ first home in Illinois she
made an interesting discovery. She found horehound growing in profusion all
around the spot on the bluff where the cabin had stood. The hoary leaved
herbaceous plant, with white flower, apparently ‘once grew in profusion in the
Lincoln dooryard,’ Mrs. Onstott believes. She was most solicitous that, when the
state park department recreates the Lincoln cabin, the horehound may not all be
21

This article noted that other sites of interest for the pilgrims included the Lincoln Room in the public library, the
site of the cabin, the Warnick House—touted as the oldest occupied dwelling in the county, the log court house (by
then located in Fairview Park), the Lincoln Square marker, the Convention Tabernacle marker, the Lincoln Circuit
marker, and two Lincoln-Douglas debate markers (actually located in Piatt County).
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dug up and destroyed but that some of the plants may be kept for replanting
around the cabin.
She asked Mr. Buck [Alan Buck, county highway
commissioner] to use his influence in seeing that this is done (Undated; “Lincoln
Cabin Picture Disguised for Biography”).
Among other things researched by Mrs. Onstott was the history of a “heavily carved oak chair,
which is said to have been made here from timbers taken from the Lincoln cabin on the river.”
This chair had reputedly been presented to Lincoln and used by him in Washington, D.C.22
In 1928[?], the Illinois legislature authorized the formation of the Illinois Lincoln
Memorial Commission to study proposals for “a suitable memorial for Abraham Lincoln.” Mr.
Logan Hay was the president of the commission. After much debate, the committee steered
away from the construction of a single memorial centrally located within the state, but instead
leaned towards “restoration of actual places where Lincoln lived and worked would be as fine a
memorial as could be established to the memory of Lincoln.” It seemed apparent to Otto Kyle
(the author of the article) at the time that the establishment of the park by either the state of
Illinois or Macon County was inevitable at this time (“in the next few years”). According to
Kyle, the establishment of the Lincoln Parkway was to be a state memorial, but the development
of the highway into the Lincoln Homesite was something that the local community should adopt
as their contribution to the shrine. As he noted, “the home site may become a state memorial,
but the Lincoln drive would be Macon county’s memorial to its distinguished citizen,” and he
argued for the widening and beautification of the drive (12/21/1930; “A Lincoln Memorial
Drive”).
By this time, there apparently was a general acceptance that the cabin site was located on
the Whitley farm. Publication in 1930 of the new Centennial History of Macon County
(Richmond 1930) contained a considerable amount of material on Lincoln’s year in Macon
County. Richmond (1930:52)—using a variety of earlier often repeated sources of information
relating to the Lincoln cabin—discussed the location of the cabin. She notes that
The Lincoln cabin stood on a high bluff 300 feet above Whitley’s mill. It sat
more than 100 feet back from the stream, and from the home one could look down
to the river. This location is shown on the old map in the Lincoln room in the
Decatur public library. The map was published in 1865. As the cabin was still
standing in the early part of that year, it doubtless is correct. The location is
described as the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter of Section 28,
township 16 [north], range 1 east of the 3rd principal meridian
Richmond (1930:53) describes the physical characteristics of the cabin, and tools used in its
construction.
The cabin was of hewed logs, and doors and floors were puncheon. The few nails
which were used in building the cabin had been brought from Indiana. The size
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A picture of the chair is presented in the article. The current location of this chair is unknown.
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of the cabin was 16 by 16 feet. A common ax, a broad ax, a handsaw and a
“drawer knife” were the tools the Lincolns possessed.
Richmond (1930:53) also noted that
Abraham Lincoln, then a strong, able-bodied youth more than 6 feet tall, helped
put up the cabin, smoke house and barn… [and] …as soon as the house was up,
Abraham split rails to fence in about ten acres of ground. Then he broke up the
ground and planted corn.
Richmond (1930) contained a map showing the location of the disputed sites and noted that “it is
now generally conceded, [that the DAR boulder and plaque set in 1904-05] is about a quarter of
a mile away from the location of the Lincoln home” (see Figure 34). Apparently, by this time,
“On the hill where the Lincoln cabin stood there is now a temporary marker fastened to a post,
telling that the Lincoln cabin stood there in 1830” (12/21/1930; “A Lincoln Memorial Drive”).
Richmond’s (1930) history contained pictures of the site and of the riverbank (see Figures 29 and
30).
Visitation to the county in search of Lincoln sites was on the rise, in part to the
development of the Lincoln Memorial Highway. As one newspaper article from 1930 noted
Every year the number of people who visit the places in Illinois associated with
the life of Lincoln increases. Local communities have done much in marking
these places and within the last year the Lincoln National Memorial Highway
association has been especially interested in a paved memorial highway
connecting the Lincoln shrines (6/27/1930; “Lincoln’s Farm Home To Be State
Shrine; President of Memorial Commission Reveals Plans of Committee”). [See
“Tour 21: The Lincoln National Memorial Highway” in Illinois: A Descriptive
Historical Guide (Federal Writers Project 1939)].
Agitation for development of a state park at the site continued. In early 1931, another
newspaper article noted that “another official decision that the Whitley land is the Lincoln home
site in Macon county was made Tuesday. This seems to bring nearer the purchase of the land
and the erection of a replica of the cabin by the state of Illinois.” At this time, Paul Angle, then
secretary with the Illinois Lincoln Memorial Commission and on the arbitration committee of the
Lincoln National Memorial Highway—weighed in on the controversy of the cabin location. He
noted, after reviewing the old maps and recently published Centennial History, that the Whitley
site location was “the most logical and authentic location” for the cabin. “There is considerable
local interest in the report of the Lincoln Memorial commission for the reason that the state will
be asked to buy the land on which the original cabin stood. Mr. Angle said Tuesday that in
addition to buying the tract owned by James T. Whitley, the commission will recommend to the
state that a replica of the pioneer home be built and maintained. The report has further local
interest in that it affects the location of the Lincoln National Memorial Highway, originally
sponsored by The Review” (5/20/1931; “Maps Prove Location of Lincoln Farm Site”). 23
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Angle (1940) later wrote that although Beveridge (1928:104n) placed the cabin in the NE1/4, SW/14, Section 28
“the weight of the evidence… favors the location on the SE1/4, SW1/4 of this same section.”
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By March 1931, recommendations of the Lincoln Memorial Commission were finalized
and published (5/12/1931; “Lincoln’s Home Here to Become Illinois Memorial”). In lieu of
constructing a single memorial building honoring Lincoln’s life, the Commission’s
recommendation was “the preservation and restoration of other buildings and places intimately
connected with the life of Lincoln.” Specifically, besides recommending the purchase and
development of the Macon County farm site of the Lincoln family, the Commission
recommended 1) restoration of the Lincoln’s Coles County farm at Goose Nest Prairie (currently
the Lincoln Log Cabin State Historic Site), 2) Restoration of New Salem, 3) fireproof and
furnish Vandalia Statehouse to its historic appearance, 4) acquire and restore the Sangamon
County courthouse (now the Old State Capitol State Historic Site), 5) preserve Metamora
courthouse (Woodford County; now the Metamora Courthouse State Historic Site), as well as 6)
mark with bronze tablets sites associated with Lincoln’s Black Hawk War days and LincolnDouglas debates. Unfortunately, no financial appropriations were requested for the current year;
detailed plans were to be submitted for 1933. As Mr. Hays noted, the plan was “original and
doesn’t call for a large appropriation at any time…. Instead of centralizing the state’s memory of
Lincoln at one point, the plan will tell the story of the growth of Lincoln and of Illinois. It will
encourage localities to cherish the Lincoln data of their own community.” He also noted that
“much of the program has already been accomplished. The state owns the Coles county farm
occupied by the Lincoln. It owns the Vandalia statehouse and Metamora courthouse. They have
not yet been restored with furnishings of the Lincoln era.” Part of the plan also emphasized the
establishment of the Commission as a permanent body to oversee the placement of future
markers of the “Lincoln story.”
In discussing the Lincoln home site, Hay was quoted as saying “to acquire the Macon
County farm, where the Lincolns first settled in Illinois, and restore it as a typical pioneer farm,
would be relatively easy and inexpensive. Log buildings, log fences and farm implements of the
period would characterize it.” [Apparently at this time, “there was even a marker near the
river—a piece of tin on a fencepost reading ‘Lincoln cabin site, 1830’” (10/13/1982; “Associated
With Abraham Lincoln”] (5/12/1931; “Lincoln’s Home Here to Become Illinois Memorial;
Acquisition of Farm One of Steps Taken by Special Lincoln Committee”).
By early December 1931, Otto Kyle noted that “Since the placing of the boulder [by the
DAR] there has been agitation that the Lincoln home site should be made a Lincoln shrine
perhaps a state park. Little organized effort has been made in that direction” (12/6/1931;
“Propose Rebuilding First Lincoln Home In Illinois: Site, South of Harristown, Now Has Few
Visitors Because of Difficulty of Access. Drive Could be Built at Moderate Expense” by Otto
Kyle). The article noted that “Hundreds of Decatur residents have never seen it [the historical
marker on the Scoggins farm] by reason of its isolation and the indifferent back country roads by
which it is reached.” Hopes were to develop a “scenic boulevard, an extension of the lake shore
drive west” to the site and to reconstruct a replica cabin on the site. The article emphasized a
route “running past the old Warnick house, the Thirty-three Mile tavern, 24 one of the county’s
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It was named this because it was 33 miles from Springfield. It was also known as the Eight-Mile Tavern—as it
was eight miles from Decatur along the Terre Haute-Springfield stage route. “There is little doubt that Lincoln
stopped at this tavern many times during his travels, and there is a well founded tradition that he was a guest in the
house in his first winter in Illinois, recovering from a frost bite sustained while crossing the Sangamon.”
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most precious historical assets which would be preserved. Thus would be created within the
borders of the county a Lincoln circuit drive of something less than 20 miles.” Otto Kyle, a
newspaper reporter, had begun researching and writing on Lincoln’s life in Macon County in the
early 1930s. In discussing the DAR monument, he noted in late 1931 that
there were differences of opinion as to where the Lincoln cabin stood. There
were those who contended that the cabin was built near where the boulder is now
placed and that after the Lincoln’s moved away it was moved, for farm purposes,
closer to the river.
Thomas G. Scroggin said the cabin was moved in 1865 close to the Whitley mill
and used to house mill employees. Others contend that the cabin always stood
just above the mill. In any event, the Daughters of the American Revolution
decided that the home site was a quarter of a mile to the northwest of the spot now
generally believed to be the original home site (12/6/1931; “Propose Rebuilding
First Lincoln Home in Illinois”).
During the late 1930s, discussion was brewing at multiple levels (both state and national)
regarding the establishment of a Lincoln Memorial Highway—similar to the George Washington
Memorial highway connecting Washington, D.C. to Mt. Vernon. In 1937, plans were formally
drawn up for the scenic improvement of the county highway leading to the park (National Park
Service 1937). This construction and landscaping work was apparently carried out by Civilian
Conservation Corps workers located at nearby Camp Lake Decatur. The following undated,
albeit circa 1938 newspaper account details the construction of the roadway and the status of the
new park development.
The county, state and federal governments are co-operating to mark the spot
where Lincoln spent a year of his early manhood. Civilian Conservation Corps
workers, under direction of the National Park Service, are building a broad
memorial parkway from a point on route 36 eight miles west of downtown
Decatur south to the homesite tract. Also the plans call for a park area at the site
and the state has promised to build a covered bridge over the Sangamon on the
memorial parkway if the plan for the park is carried through. Right-of-way for
the road has already been purchased by the county. Fences have been set back by
CCC workers and the county highway department has completed much of the
grading. Later the road will be surfaced and landscaped on each side.
The spot on which the Lincoln home is said to have stood is part of a 35-acre tract
owned by James T. Whitley, Decatur attorney. A special land purchase
committee of the county board has offered him $75 an acre for the plot—the price
paid John Dipper recently for an adjoining 15 acres. If Whitley does not accept it
is expected that condemnation proceedings will be started. Still another eight
acres are sought from Alonzo Hall to complete a 58-acre park site.
National Park Service officials in drafting plans for the park have disregarded the
fact that the Lincoln homesite location was fixed in 1904 at a point several
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hundred feet from the river on land that is part of the Dipper farm. In that year
the Decatur chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution purchased a
bronze tablet to be erected at the site of the Lincoln home. The fact that the
boulder was set on the Dipper farm is no cause for argument as to the true site of
the Lincoln home, according to Whitley. He said that the late J. C. Hostetler and
Ned Pegram, who owned the true site at the time the marker was set, were averse
to having the boulder on their land. Doing the next best thing the D.A.R. placed
the marker as near the home site as they could get it, according to Mr. Whitley.
He said that after he purchased the land in 1916 he too declined to have the
marker on the farm because the site is not accessible by road and he could not
afford to build a road to it. Histories and maps of that time show the site marked
now to be in error and fix the location on a high bluff overlooking the river,
according to Marshall Simonds, superintendent of Camp Lake Decatur, the CCC
unit assigned to develop the memorial program (Undated, circa 1938?; “Prowess
as Chopper Told in Stories of Lincoln Here: New Park on Sangamon to Keep
Alive Period Martyr President Lived in Macon County”).
By early 1938, the Lincoln Homestead State Park was becoming a reality. According to
deed records, James and Mabel Whitley sold 62.05 acres of land to the State of Illinois on April
11, 1938 for the sum of $5,150.00 (Warranty Deed No. 302361). On April 29, 1938, John
Dipper apparently conveyed (donated?) to Macon County an additional 12 acres of land adjacent
to the river and the new county highway. Alonzo Hall sold an additional 8.18 acres to the State
of Illinois on January 4, 1941 for the sum of $1,227 (Macon County Deed Records). The park’s
total acreage increased to 82.23 acres, with an additional 80.61 acres of dedicated right-of-way
for public road purposes being acquired Macon County in 1939 to create a 200-foot wide
parkway from Route 36 to the new park.
By late 1941, the State of Illinois had built a Memorial Parkway from Route 36 north of
the site, to the entrance of the park. Additionally, a historic marker had been placed by the state
in the public right-of-way at the entrance to James Whitley’s long lane to his house. This had
been the route to the cabin site—up the Whitley lane, around his farmhouse and down a long
“lane” believe to represent an old remnant roadway. The sign directed visitors to the site farther
to the east. Although the lands had been purchased by the State, no efforts had been made to set
a culvert and construct a driveway into the park, and visitors were impinging on the privacy of
the Whitley family in visiting the state park. Whitley soon found it necessary to construct “a
substantial gate” to close his private lane to public access (September 17, 1941, newsprint
photograph). “‘When the large sign was placed near the private drive at my farm, visitors
naturally believed it was the entrance to the park,’ Mr. Whitley said today. ‘Frequently at night,
cars drove through the private drive into the park area, left gates open, and disturbed the family
living on the farm. Not long ago, a group came through to reach the river and stayed late at
night, drinking and singing. Finally the situation became so troublesome that we felt it necessary
to erect a sign showing the drive was for private use.’”
Eventually construction of a park road and park improvements were initiated, but
apparently did not proceed without interruption. Attached is a newsprint photograph that
indicates that the marker had been set in an area away from the Whitley drive, but that the area
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had become extensively overgrown; road construction had been initiated but unfinished with
rights-of-way having been graveled but unfinished and overgrown with weeds. Additionally,
promises to start the cabin construction by this date had not been followed through with.
Nonetheless, a bridge over the Sangamon River adjacent to the park had recently been
constructed (Undated newspaper picture). The rebuilding of the Lincoln Cabin was slated to be
undertaken in September 1942, but unfortunately, “plans were dropped because of World War
II” (3/20/1952 “Restore Lincoln’s Home?”) (see also Letter from Charles Casey, Director of
Parks to Alan Buck, County Highway Superintendent in Illinois State Archives, 1952 which
notes that the archaeological report for this project was never finished due to the war effort.)
Immediately prior to escalation of war efforts in 1942, plans were being formulated for
the development of the park. As part of this planning process, the State of Illinois sent Paul
Maynard to the site to conduct archaeological investigations in hopes of locating the site of the
cabin—and finally putting to rest the controversy as to where the cabin had been located.
Maynard was a professionally trained archaeologist that had trained under Faye-Cooper Cole at
the University of Chicago, and had just recently completed major, multi-year field investigations
at the site of Fort Massac (located on the Ohio River near present-day Metropolis in Massac
County). Paul Maynard was an instrumental figure in bringing a professional approach to
historical archaeological investigations in Illinois—which were fairly extensive at this time due
to the State of Illinois’ emphasis on park development and historic site restoration at the time.
By the spring of 1942, Maynard was working from a Springfield location. By this time, he had
been drafted and his orders to report to active duty had already been deferred once in order for
him to complete his work at Fort Massac. Nonetheless, the State of Illinois continued to press
him into service to do field work, not understanding the time consuming nature and difficulty of
completing written reports upon completion of fieldwork. 25
In early August 1942, County Highway superintendent Alan Buck agreed to furnish
Maynard with 10 unskilled WPA workers to assist with the archaeological investigations (Letter
from Alan Buck, County Highway Superintendent to George William, Department of Parks,
8/12/1942, Illinois State Archives). An undated, albeit 1942 newspaper article, by Gerrie Miller
detailed the early results of the archaeological investigations. This article was accompanied by a
photograph of Mr. Averitt at the excavation site holding some of the bricks from the excavations
(see Figure 40). This article noted that
The state is digging into the controversial subject of precisely where Abraham
Lincoln lived when he first came to Illinois and, in time, it may end a debate that
has raged for more than half a century. The purpose is to erect a reproduction of
the original Thomas and Sarah Bush Lincoln cabin as a part of the Abe Lincoln
Homesite Park, south of Harristown; but the search is complicated by the fact that
the original cabin floated around from farm to farm, then from state to state, until
it became lost somewhere in the Atlantic ocean.
To date, the Chicago archeologist Paul Maynard, working with experts and
officials of the state department of parks, has to show for its pains four rocks
25
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which might have been a part of a barn foundation, several bushels of scattered
brick-bats, and a ringside audience of dubious pe[rsons].
To get to the actual digging, which involves removing all the sod and then
analyzing the soil for traces of human and other habitation, it was first necessary
to unravel a mass of controversial information which has been piling up ever
since Tom Lincoln gave up in disgust with his few acres of land above the
Sangamon river, deserted the land on which he was no more than a squatter, and
traveled off to Coles county…
There was no controversy about the neighborhood of the site. It was about ten
miles west of Decatur upon the Sangamon river, and in the wilderness.
They are supposed also to have erected a log barn for the stock, and a
smokehouse. History has no record, of course, of the barn and smokehouse other
than a story written by a Herald reporter many years ago—but since that has never
been a controversial issue, the historians leave it go at that.
The reason for the home controversy is this: After Tom deserted the land—
without ever having bothered to register his homesteading rights—it was
promptly taken over by another settler who did homestead it. His name does not
seem to be accessible. It is assumed that this settler removed the fine rails around
Tom’s fields, and loaded the cabin onto a sledge and moved it over nearer his
house to be used as an out-building. [This is the first time that we hear this
potential interpretation—which may have some validity.]
It is the contention of W. D. Averitt of Niantic, a life-long resident of the district
and a student of Lincoln since youth… that the bluff is the original home site, and
that he has spent his entire life—he is in his later 50s—studying the matter,
interviewing anyone who was even remotely interested in the matter. That took in
the old settlers, their sons and grandsons…. So systematically did Mr. Averitt
argue for the bluff site that when the state decided to erect a reproduction of the
original Illinois home of Lincoln he was called in to act as consultant.
After two years of consultation, the archaeologists and park experts stepped off
300 feet north of the rounded bluff. With WPA labor, they started, a couple
weeks ago, to scale off the sod. This was done carefully. It revealed four stones,
set regularly five feet apart, on a straight line north and south, and all leveled off
as for [a] foundation. They also discovered, four inches below the sod, a large,
but scattered, collection of brick bats, all obviously resulting from hand work
since all of the bats (and only a few approach complete size) are uneven. Some
are glazed and some not. This could have been the foundation under the Lincoln
cabin. Even Mr. Averitt is not disposed to guess. What bothers him most is that
the bats are scattered all over an area of 30 by 30 feet. With this done, the
workers began to scale off another four-inch layer of dirt. This brought to light an
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old, rusted piece of iron such as was used on the bottom part of the tongues of
wagons drawn by oxen.
To date that is the extent of the findings. However, as the excavations are
continued, more relics might be discovered. What puzzles Mr. Averitt and the
experts most is what happened to the other foundation stones. If anyone moved
them, why didn’t they remove the remaining five? There is no evidence that the
quintet of rocks were heaped in a fence line because what farmer would leave
them so evenly and so levelly placed? Besides, Mr. Averitt says, none of the
farmers in the district admits ever having seen a fence there, and there is no
evidence of posts, not even of a rail fence long removed.
The plot of ground, added to the Abe Lincoln Homesite Park, and on which the
site is located, also has upon it the old James Whitley cemetery, which measures
40 by 60 feet, and in which the Whitleys and their neighbors were buried for more
than 50 years. This has fallen into decay, but it is understood that the state will
also repair this and replace the tombstones as another of the relics of yesteryear
(Undated circa late 1942; “Digging May End Lincoln Debate: Cabin Site
Hunted”).
Maynard’s 1942 archaeological investigations were noted in later newspaper accounts.
One 1952 account states that “In 1942, archaeologists from Chicago, working for the state,
located the cabin site after extensive excavations. They found the remains of a chimney base,
broken dishes and ashes, he said.” “There has been controversy over the original site, possibly
because the cabin may have been moved a quarter of a mile during its stay in Macon county”
(3/20/1952 “Restore Lincoln’s Home”). Unfortunately, any additional information relating to
the discovery of the fireplace foundation and domestic artifacts at this location is not known.
Apparently at this time (1942), there was some discussion as to setting a new plaque at
the site of the excavations honoring Mr. John Dipper, who was instrumental in honoring this
location. Apparently, Paul Maynard was a key player in this movement (Letter from George
William, Department of Parks to Alan Buck, County Highway Superintendent; 8/22/1942;
Illinois State Archives). [Currently, a historic marker is located on state lands near the entrance
and adjacent to a parking lot. This marker was initially set along the public right-of-way in front
of the Whitley drive, and was relocated to this setting sometime in the late 1930s or 1940s.]
An undated, albeit late 1942 newspaper articled entitled “About Town” (undated Fall,
1942 newspaper article Decatur Review) makes reference to a trip to the site with George
Turner—a 74 year old man at the time. The newspaper article states that “the old mill that stood
below the bluff a little ways to the south of the site to which Abraham Lincoln drove one of the
teams of oxen in 1830.” “When George Turner was a boy the rotting foundation timbers of the
cabin were still in place on the ground. The cabin was taken apart and removed to Chicago in
1865 for exhibition at the Northwestern Saintary [sic] fair…. A plot of ground about 100 feet
square has been uncovered and carefully staked off in an effort to locate the exact spot of the
cabin. Many evidences of the ground having been inhabited have been taken out, such as old
hinges, nails and pieces of brick. We brought two pieces of the brick in for Ed Mattes to
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identify. To an old brick maker those pieces of brick will speak a language that we could neither
see nor hear.” Continuing, the article notes that “The men of this generation are trying to be
perfectly honest to men of future generations. They’re going to locate a replica of the first
Illinois home of Abraham Lincoln in the new park, but they are anxious that it shall stand upon
the exact spot.” “There are a number of landmarks still in existence to which a surveyor might
have tied up the location of the cabin site, 60 or 70 years ago. There are white marble
monuments, both above the ground and under the sod, in a little cemetery 1,000 feet west of
where the surface of the earth is being removed. And down in the Sangamon river bottom, to the
south, logs and rocks are still in place that formed the flume to the old Whitley grist mill.” “We
may well take some measure of pride today, in the fact that hundreds of years from now, history
will record that in 1942, 43 men spent time and money to give an exact location to Abraham
Lincoln’s first home in Macon county.” [Apparently, lots of man-power went into the
archaeological project, suggesting the excavation of a fairly large area.]
By 1952, increased agitation regarding the State of Illinois’ lack of effort at improving
the Lincoln Homesite State Park began to hit the newspapers. In 1952, Director of Parks Charles
Casey wrote to Alan Buck (County Highway Superintendent) that it was due to the war effort
that the archaeological report by Maynard was not completed. He also acknowledged that more
archaeological work was needed at the site.26 It was in early 1952, that Mr. Kenneth Evans,
Chairman of the A. of C. [Association of Commerce?] civic improvements committee raised
questions about reviving interest in the restoration of the cabin. Ray Hubbs, superintendent of
the State of Illinois Division of Parks and Memorials replied that “the state has no immediate
plans to rebuild the cabin.” Nonetheless he established a fund with $2,000 to “clean up the area
and improve if for a picnic site.” It is suspected that the picture taken of the overgrown park and
roads was probably taken about this time.
By June 15, 1953 (6/15/1953; “No Replica for Homesite Park”)—article detailing the fact
that the City of Decatur was not able to secure the replica of the Rutledge Tavern for the Lincoln
Homesite Park. This reconstructed log structure had been on display in the Illinois Building at
the State Fair Grounds in Springfield, and was “Dismantled, weatherproofed, and will be
relocated alongside the Conservation Building at the Fair Grounds.” Apparently this cabin was
kept on the fairgrounds since there was no other Lincoln Memorial on the site. The article
continued by noting that the major obstacle to the development of the park had “been the cost of
paying a custodian. While means might be found to finance construction of the Thomas Lincoln
cabin replica, authorities are reluctant to add a custodian to the payroll. Without a custodian,
they believe, vandals would soon destroy the replica. Although eh structure could be built and
protected with a high fence enclosure, this would be only partially satisfactory and prevent use of
the structure for a museum.”
An article carried on September 29, 1953 raised the question in the opening sentence,
“When is the state going to develop the first Lincoln home site in Illinois?” (9/29/1953: “By the
Way—“). According to the article, the guide of a rather large group of tourists from Indiana
visiting Decatur in search of Lincoln sites were told
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“There is no need to go to the site of the first Lincoln home in Illinois,” he said,
“since there is nothing there to see except the undeveloped site. We had better
take the time to see the Lincoln home in Springfield and New Salem.” It’s
embarrassing to tell people that there is a good road to the cabin site but after they
get there they will find a rutted road and if they look carefully at the entrance they
will see a historical marker but that there is nothing inside the site park to show
approximately where the cabin stood.
Every week during the tourist season there are persons from outside Illinois who
drive to the home site. Perhaps some of them are satisfied but it is suspected that
most of them go away saying there is nothing there to help them visualize what it
was like when Lincoln was there. Perhaps some day a painting of the cabin on a
sigh board can be erected there to show the tourists what the cabin looked like. It
is not likely that the state will do anything about developing the site if Macon
County is not interested (9/29/1953: “By the Way—“).
In late 1953, newspaper articles written about the Decatur community’s “failure to mark
properly and maintain decently a spot of major historic interest, the site of the first Illinois home
of Abraham Lincoln” (11/1/1953 Lincoln Home Site Neglected”). The article emphasized the
reconstruction of a cabin and the establishment of a state park or “shrine” (with restaurant and
souvenir shops) honoring Lincoln. If such was not feasible, the article stressed that “the
minimum alternative should be a suitable, dignified marker located with historical accuracy
overlooking the river” (note the emphasis on historical authenticity) (7/13/1954; “Illinois
Neglects Lincoln Homesite”).
In 1954, there was considerable agitation regarding the establishment of a new state park
at the Lincoln homesite. This activity was spearheaded in April 1954 by a petition by the
Decatur Women’s Council (4/1945; “When the Women Take an Interest”). The interest in the
group was “to develop and maintain the Lincoln Home site.” The State of Illinois formally
began developing plans for the homesite at this time. In 1955, costs to reconstruct the cabin
were estimated at $15-20,000 (undated; “State Plans Lincoln Homesite”). By February 1955, the
State Legislature had appropriated $40,000 for construction of the homesite state park
(1/13/1954 “Homesite Park Development Is in Budget”; 2/21/1955 “$40,000 Fund For Homesite
is Approved”). Plans were revealed for the new park improvements in early 1956, and
construction was to begin as soon as the weather permitted (3/11/1956 “Improvements for
Lincoln Homestead Park Outlined by State”). Improvements were to include a black top road to
a monument and plaque marking the location of the cabin, planting 500 shade trees, construction
of parking lots and development of a picnic area with water, toilet and parking facilities.
construction of a rustic entrance, rehabilitation of the Whitley Cemetery, and a multiflora rose
fence along the north boundary. The article continues by stating, “no one knows the exact
location of the original cabin which was moved years ago. Several excavations revealed a well
and cornerstones, none of which can be traced back to the Lincolns, however, according to
conservation department historian Richard Hagen.” Governor William Stratton signed the
appropriation bill for the $49,000 for park improvements in July 1955 (7/20/1955; “Stratton
Signs Fund Bill For Homesite Job”).
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With the increased activity at the site, new “discoveries” were being made (8/19/1955
“Lincoln Home Site Found?”). A late 1955 newspaper article states that “The possible site of the
Thomas Lincoln family cabin may have been located by Custodian George Allen at the Abraham
Lincoln Homesite Park, southwest of Harristown. Four flat-topped, deeply-seated stones, places
at corners of a rectangle which indicates they may have been cornerstones of a building, have
been discovered at the park. Allen has been cleaning the area and cutting weeds at the north
boundary of the park. The possible cornerstones were found yesterday about 100 yards north of
the bluff overlooking the Sangamon river. So far, repeated investigations have failed to disclose
the exact location of the Lincoln cabin at the park…. In 1942, an archaeologist’s survey which
included examination of the topsoil at the cabin site was unsuccessful. Allen also found an old
well near the possible cornerstones. The well, which is almost completely filled, is presumed of
later vintage than the Lincoln cabin. The well wall is constructed of bricks, which were not
available in this area in the 1830’s.”
A subsequent article noted that “Four flat-topped stones re-discovered recently in Lincoln
Homesite Park definitely are not the cornerstones of Tom Lincoln’s cabin, a state archeologist
said. Thus the mystery of exactly where Tom Lincoln erected his home in the winter of 1830
remains unsolved. Richard S. Hagen of the Division of Parks & Memorials examined the stones
and also a cistern nearby and said both were of a later date than 1830-31. The stones and well
actually had been uncovered and examined in 1942, Hagen said, but present park custodian
George Allen found them again last month and notified the state, believing they might be new
evidence. No further plans are being made, Hagen reported, to continue the search for the exact
site of the cabin. ‘If additional information is unearthed showing where the location might have
been,’ Hagen added, ‘we would follow it through, of course.’ Hagen’s visit last week coincided
with the announcement that $25,000 had been released for the improvement of the park and the
erection of a permanent marker at the cabin site or in the area, if the site is not found. Hagen
also threw cold water on another bit of local lore when he said the cabin Lincoln built probably
never was moved from its site. Many historians believe the house was taken from the area by
fortune hunters and put on exhibition throughout the East. Hagen disagreed. “The Lincolns
lived here only in the winter of 1830-31 and so constructed a makeshift cabin. It had only three
sides with the fourth covered with animal hides,” he said. “It would not take many years for it to
begin falling apart once it was vacated,” he explained. The Lincoln cabin at Charleston is the
one moved to the Chicago World’s Fair and later disappeared, he said. The nearby cistern,
Hagen said, might have been the same on the Lincolns used, but the present brick is of later
origin.
“There would be no way of proving one way or the other,” he said
(9/18/1955;“Cornerstones Found at Park Not Believed Those of Lincoln Cabin” by Gers
Yalowitz)
Hagen continued by noting that “a plot of ground on the bluff overlooking the Sangamon
River probably will be the spot for the permanent marker if the exact cabin site is not found…”
As to the design of the “marker”, Hagen noted that there were under consideration “about five
ideas as to the type of marker to be placed.” These included 1) “the creation of a small plaza in
the center of the park containing an elevated bronze plaque showing the Lincoln Trail and its
relation to the Decatur area,” 2) restoration of the cabin, 3) “create in miniature a bronze replica
of the cabin,” 4) “erection of a statue,” and 5) “placement of a permanent sign.” None of these
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ideas “have been formally submitted to any committee… [and] it is not known how soon work
on improving the site will begin” (9/18/1955; “Cornerstones Found…”).
Sometime in circa 1955—probably reacting to the recent news reports regarding the
Lincoln Cabin—Niantic resident W. D. Averitt wrote a couple of letters to the paper’s editor
discussing Maynard’s earlier 1942 archaeological investigations. He wrote
I have read in papers that the state superintendent of parks, Robert G. Miley and
the custodian are trying to locate the site of Lincoln’s cabin. Thirteen years ago
[circa 1942?] Gerrie Miller of The Herald staff, myself, and a Chicago
archeologist, Paul Maynard, and officials of state went to the site. One of
Lincoln’s secretaries wrote a book on Lincoln and in it said the cabin was 300 feet
north of the bluff. We stepped off the 300 feet and the state men took off 50 or
more square feet of sod. They found one iron end of a wagon tongue and three or
four wheelbarrow brick-bats. They decided the bricks were the lining for the
fireplace and chimney as they are handmade. I know where they are, as I was up
there three months ago. They were put in a wash. About those rocks, they
decided they were a foundation for his cattle shed as he had four oxen. If you
want to see my Lincoln book with all this in and take me up there I can locate the
cabin site again. They drove an iron bolt down where they decided the cabin was.
I told Earl Smith, who was custodian two years ago, about the bolt and he dug
around and found it. I am sure he can find it again. He lives in Harristown
addition south of Route 36. I have all the photos Gerrie Miller took at that time in
my Lincoln book. It tells about those stones, too. I will be glad to go, take the
book and help locate the site (Undated; “Lincoln Homesite Traces”).
Mr. Averitt continued, in yet another letter to the editor:
In Judge William E. Nelson’s history of Macon county, it is stated that James
Whitley came to the county in 1846 and settled on a farm in Section 28,
Harristown township. He afterwards purchased a mill on the Sangamon river near
his home and operated it for several years. Whether he purchased a mill already
established, or purchased the mill and erected it himself is not established, but this
fixes the date of 1846 as the earliest known for the mill on the bluff near the
Lincoln cabin site. As to the bricks found on the cabin site, the first court house
was erected in May, 1830, and the surviving record says that the chimney and
hearth cost the county $48.50. The log court house was replaced with a brick
building in 1839. Hand-made brick seems to have been available from the first
date and the hearths, or chimneys, were built of brick. Bricks found on the cabin
site today could have been from the chimney hearth of the original cabin site
(undated; “Where Lincoln Lived”)
The November 1, 1957 Herald and Review contained a photograph of the newly
landscaped park with its plaque commemorating the Lincoln family’s first house in Illinois (see
Figure 44) (11/1/1957; “Homesite Marker Work Complete”). The newly established Lincoln
Homesite State Park dedication took place on November 10, 1957. On November 17, 1957 the
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newspaper carried yet another short article with an accompanying aerial view of the recently
established park landscape (11/17/1957; “Air View Shows Lincoln Homesite Marker”). This
photograph illustrates a straight driveway heading to a large grass covered (?) parking lot
immediately to the south of the monument (Figure 44). The monument consisted of additional
landscaping than presently exists today. Otto Kyle (editor of the Review editorial page since
1928, and author of the book Abraham Lincoln in Decatur) was the guest speaker at the
dedication ceremony. Kyle’s book had only recently been published. In touting Kyle’s book,
the local newspaper commented that
The standard biographies mention only briefly, if at all, that the first Illinois home
of Abraham Lincoln was a log cabin on a bluff overlooking the Sangamon River
just south of Harristown. Too many Lincoln admirers who think they know the
story take it for granted that he moved from Kentucky to Indiana and then directly
to New Salem. The fine restoration of the pioneer village of New Salem by the
State of Illinois has encouraged the wrong notion.
In 1964, the State of Illinois appropriated $25,000 for the construction of new restrooms
in the park to accommodate campers. Plans were again being discussed “for building a replica of
the Lincoln cabin, but the idea was dropped because there is no permanent custodian to protect
the park from vandals.” The article continued by noting “While it will take several years to
develop the Homesite Park to fit its proper importance in the state system of parks and
memorials, the park remains the greatest potential historical attraction of Macon County, both for
residents and those traveling the Lincoln Heritage Trail” (7/5/1964; “Lincoln Family ‘Squatted’
West of Decatur”).
The Illinois State Journal (June 8, 1967) carried a story about an artist from Nokomis
who had completed a painting of the Lincoln cabin. The cabin was “depicted according to a
first-hand description which came to the artist by an aged lady whose family knew the Lincolns
well.” According to the oral tradition passed on to the artist, the Lincoln family first lived in a
“lean-to against the side of a hill and lived there for a spell….” The artist, a Mrs. Stanley, “had
always wondered about the pictures of the reproductions of this cabin shown in history books
because several people whose families knew the Lincolns well spoke of it as having a stone
chimney”. According to the story, the informant’s father “went and stayed several days and laid
up the stone for a fireplace and chimney of a cabin for them. Near the trail there was a big stone
buried in the earth that Pa made do for the floor of the fireplace.” Unfortunately, this story
cannot be authenticated.
No doubt due, in part, to the looming U.S. bicentennial celebration, the Decatur Kiwanis
Club initiated a project to reconstruct the Lincoln cabin within the park. The committee pledged
$15,000 towards the construction of this cabin. By July 1975 re-construction of the log cabin
replica had been accomplished. This cabin was apparently designed “with the cooperation of
James Hickey, curator of the Lincoln collection in the State Historical Library” and by Decatur
architect and fellow Kiwanis Club member T. Graham Bradley.” Costs to construct the cabin
were noted as being $19,600 (Undated State Journal-Register article [1975?]; “Lincoln Cabin
Building Costs Higher Today”). The Illinois Department of Conservation was noted as “touting
the whole project as a sterling example of what any community can do (and in fact may have to
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do) to get desired benefits when there just isn’t any money for them” (Undated State JournalRegister article [1975?]; “Lincoln Cabin Building Costs Higher Today”). Another article notes
that
After proper research and planning, construction was started in February, 1975 by
Joe Hasara, a log cabin specialist who had contributed much to the pioneer village
in New Salem State Park. For preservation’s sake, some features were added to
or changed from the old pioneers’ designs. A concrete floor, pigmented to
resemble clay, was put in the cabin; and the logs were waterproofed with a clayand-cement chinking, more durable than the hair-and-clay mixture of the days of
yore (10/13/1982; “…Associated with Abraham Lincoln”)].
The cabin constructed by the Kiwanis did not survive very long, as it was damaged by a
fire in November 1989, and again in April 1990 while it was undergoing repair from the previous
fire (Undated, “Lincoln Log Cabin is Gone”). Repair work had nearly been completed when a
second fire struck on April 7, 1990. Damage was so severe that the structure was removed after
the second fire. The cabin fire was due, in part, to the isolated nature of the park and it was
believed that the “history of vandalism [was due to] the remote nature of the park” (4/13/1990;
“Archaeological Study May Be Used In Reconstructing Lincoln Log Cabin”). Later that year, in
November 1990, the D.A.R. plaque located on the adjacent Scroggin farm was relocated to the
Lincoln Trail Homestead State Park (12/5/1990; “History Updated: DAR Lincoln Plaque Moved
To Lincoln Trail Homestead State Park”). The current project is a direct outgrowth of monies
generated from hotel-motel tax revenue (3/27/2002; “City Help Sought For Lincoln Trail
Homestead”).
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Figure 4. Project area (Harristown Township, Township 16 North, Range 1 East) as illustrated on the 1823 U.S. General Land
Office survey plats (USGLO 1823). The approximate project area is circled in red.
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Figure 5. Project area (Harristown Township, Township 16 North, Range 1 East) as illustrated on the re-drawn 1853 U.S.
General Land Office survey plats (USGLO 1853). The approximate project area is circled in red.
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Figure 6. Detail from Map of the County of Macon, Illinois (Holmes and Hodgen 1865). Note the three small black squares
which depict the structures present on the south half of Section 28 at this date. These structures, from west to east, are the
James Whitley house, the Whitley mill, and the “House Built by A. Lincoln.” Note that the small black square depicting the
Lincoln cabin is located on the SW1/4 of the section even though the label is located on the SE1/4 of the section.
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Figure 7. Detail from Atlas of Macon County, Illinois (Warner and Beers 1874). The “Lincoln Cabin” is depicted as being
located on the SE1/4 of the section at this date. By this time, the Whitley mill apparently had been abandoned.
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Figure 8. Detail from Plat Book of Macon County, Illinois (Alden, Ogle and Company
1891). The location of the Lincoln Cabin on this plat is a bit confusing. It is not clear
whether the site of the log cabin is depicted by the small black square (located on the E1/2
of the section) or by the small depiction of a house (located on the W1/2 of the section).
This map may depict the presence of two separate structures?

Figure 9. Detail of the 20th Century Atlas of Macon County, Illinois (Middle-West
Publishing Company 1903). At this time, the cabin is clearly depicted on the SW1/4 of
Section 28 on land owned by Pegram and Hostetler.
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Figure 10. Bird’s eye view of the James Whitley farmstead. The view is apparently looking north with the house facing south
and the Sangamon River timberline (Brink, McDonough and Company 1880:187). Sometime during the early years of the
twentieth century, the house appears to have been rotated 90-degrees to face west and reoriented to the long drive leading into
the property. It was probably at this same time that the interior of the house was heavily remodeled.
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Figure 11. Two contemporary views of the Whitley farmhouse.
Bottom: Looking southwest.

Top: Looking east.
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Figure 12. A comparison of the 1874 lithograph (top) and the current photograph (bottom)
of the Whitley farmhouse. The large wing on the right of the bottom picture was under
construction at the time this photograph was taken. It would appear that the house
underwent an major re-modeling sometime after the 1874 lithograph was drawn. All
likelihood is that the house was substantially remodeled in the early years of the twentieth
century when it was returned to the Whitley family. Current photographs of the interior
indicate that this early twentieth century remodeling was extensive, and no nineteenth
century detailing (floors, trim, doors) has survived to the present.
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Figure 13. Detail of 1941 aerial photograph of the project area (USDA September 20, 1941). The dashed red lines appear to
document the location of earlier roads. The meandering east/west road connects the Whitley house with the Scroggin house,
and an adjacent east-west county road. Another earlier “road” or farm lane connects the Scroggin house to the river and the
associated bottom south of the river.
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Figure 14. Contemporary, circa 2007 aerial view of the project area.
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Figure 15. Copy of Dr. William Barton’s handbill (Decatur Herald, 8/4/1929 More on the
Lincoln Cabin) (Rock Island Argus, 8/9/1929, The Old Lincoln Cabin) (Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library).
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Figure 16. Broadside advertising the exhibition of “Lincoln’s First Home in Illinois” on
exhibition at the “Assembly Buildings” located at the southwest corner of Chestnut and
Tenth Streets of an unknown city—presumably Philadelphia (Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library). This broadside notes that the building had already been on exhibit
in Chicago, Boston, New York, and seems to strongly suggest that the building had been
relocated to Philadelphia after it had been removed from Barnum’s museum in New York
City.
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Figure 17. Copy of the September 18, 1865 issue of the New York Times, which carried an
advertisement for P. T. Barnum’s New American Museum, which was exhibiting the
Lincoln cabin (Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library).
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Figure 18. Detail of the Lincoln cabin as illustrated on the Philadelphia handbill or broadside. This image appears to
represent a reworked image of the 1865 Hanks “photograph” (Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library).
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Figure 19. Lithographic image of the “Front View of Lincoln’s Pioneer Home, On the Sangamon River. Built and occupied
by himself.” This lithograph was prepared by Charles Shober (“cor Lake & Clark St. Chicago”) from a photograph taken by
H. W. Scibird. The fine print on the lithograph notes that the image was “entered according to Act of Congress May 16th 1865
by G. S. Simpson & Co. in the Office of the District Court of Southern Dist. Of Ill.” (Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library
and Museum, Springfield, Illinois).
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Figure 20. Image of the Lincoln cabin from an unidentified source, presumably from the George Simpson photograph.
Purportedly from a photograph accompanying a statement from Oglesby attesting to the authenticity of the photograph. This
image is labeled “First Illinois Home of Lincoln, Macon County, Illinois.” Several versions of this lithographic reproduction
exist (Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library).
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Figure 21. Newspaper account of the “Valuable Lincoln Relics Owned By Dr. Will Barnes” on display in 1909. This collection
of Lincoln artifacts included a “Picture of Lincoln’s Cabin on the Sangamon.” It is not sure whether this is the actual
photograph, or yet another lithographic copy of the photograph (Decatur Herald 1909).
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Figure 22. Two similar views of the Lincoln cabin. Top: From 1909 newspaper article in
Decatur Herald (1909), with caption reading “Lincoln’s Frontier Home. The Log Cabin on
the Sangamon Built and Occupied by Abraham Lincoln. From an old Picture in the
possession of Hiram F. Dillehunt” (Decatur Herald 1909). Bottom: From vertical files in
the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library.
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Figure 23. A rather fanciful depiction of the Lincoln cabin, as reproduced in the Decatur Herald (1909). The newspaper’s
caption reads “Another View of the Lincoln Home in the Sangamon Bottom. From an old engraving reproduced in J. McCan
Davis’ ‘How Abraham Lincoln Became President,’ and used by permission of the author” (Davis 1909).
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Figure 24. Cabinet card or large carte-de-visite view of “President Lincoln’s first Home in Illinois” (Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library and Museum). This heavily re-worked image is labeled “Entered according to Act of Congress in the
year 1865, by J. L. Campbell, in the Clerk’s Office of the District Court of the Northern District of Illinois.” Dennis Hanks
(left) and John Hanks (right) are standing in front of the cabin.
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Figure 25. Similar image modified by Holland for use in his biography of Lincoln (Holland
1866). The image is labeled “Engraved expressly for Hollands’ ‘Life of Lincoln’ / The
Early Home in Illinois.” Dennis Hanks was replaced by James Shoaff (Dennis’ son-in-law).
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Figure 26. Two nearly identical cabinet card photographs illustrating the Hanks brothers standing alongside a log structure
believed to be the reassembled Lincoln cabin in 1865. The photograph is labeled “Entered according to Act of Congress, in the
Year 1865 by J. L. Campbell, in the Clerk’s Office of the District Court of the Northern District of Illinois.” It would appear
that these photographic images were the basis for the previous figure (which consists of a lithographic image). It is also of
interest to note the shift in position and height of the two men (Dennis and John Hanks—cousins of Abraham Lincoln) from
each photograph—something is not right, suggesting that at least one of these photographs have been retouched (Abraham
Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum).
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Figure 27. TOP: The Hank brothers, and T. J. Scroggin—three individuals involved with
the Lincoln cabin and the subsequent search for the original cabin site (Richmond 1930:60,
62, 431). BOTTOM: The John Hanks house, constructed in Section 33 of Hickory Point
Township. It was at this location that Hanks constructed an earlier log dwelling after
abandoning the location that was settled by the Thomas Lincoln family.
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Pole rafter

Replacement logs?

Rafter plate with “bird’s mouths”
cut to received rafter ends.
Chinking missing from
between logs
Hanks standing on log
No sill log present spanning
door opening
Multiple logs lying in foreground
from another structure?
No fireplace and/or chimney
complex is present; void in logs
represent location of fireplace.

Figure 28. It was from this photograph that the previous image appears to have been
created. Several aspects of this photograph call into question the authenticity of the
previous image’s depiction of Lincoln Cabin.
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Figure 29. “Bluff at Lincoln Cabin Site (as it is today)” (Richmond 1930:55). Note how
only the riverbank is wooded, and that the area back from the bank is open (and not
wooded).

Figure 30. “Lincoln Cabin Site (as it appears today)” (Richmond 1930:61). It is believed
that this is the location of the DAR monument and/or the Scroggins site.
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Figure 31. TOP: “Lincoln Rail Fence on Scroggin Farm” (1930: 57). Although the date of
this picture is unknown, it seems unlikely that it would have pre-dated 1865—and it is
doubtful that these actually represent rails split by Lincoln (as the Hanks brothers
effectively “mined” the farm of rails to make canes). BOTTOM: View of the early
Warnick Home, rural Macon County (Richmond 1930:44).
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Figure 32. Two views of the house on the Scroggin farm. Top: “House Now Site of Linocln
Cabin. Party of Visitors from the East Who Wanted to Be in the Picture” (Undated
newspaper article; “Many Visitors at the Old Lincoln Cabin Site”). Bottom: View of the
plaque and boulder set by the DAR at its original location, with the photograph caption
“The Place on which the Tablet Stands” (Decatur Herald 1909).
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Figure 33. Undated newspaper photograph (Decatur Herald Review) illustrating Mr. John Dipper (landowner) pointing to the
approximate “location of the original site of the Lincoln Homestead cabin.” Note his location on a bluff immediately adjacent
to the river—clearly not representing the location of the D.A.R. monument (Macon County Historical Museum; Notebook).
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Figure 34. Map accompanying 1931 newspaper article and emphasizing location of the
Whitley farm as the original site of the Lincoln Cabin (originally from Richmond 1930)
.Points of interest highlighted are 1) private road to site of boulder, 2) Farm house on
Dipper land (boulder is four feet north of the house), 3) farm house on Whitley land, 4) Old
Whitley dam, 5) abandoned road, 6) site of old ford across river, 7) bridge over Sangamon
River (5/20/1931; “Maps Prove Location of Lincoln Farm Site”).
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Figure 35. Map published with article entitled “A Lincoln Memorial Drive” (December 21, 1930).
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Figure 36. Slightly modified and expanded plan of proposed drive. “Proposed Lincoln Memorial drive from Decatur to
Lincoln home site and circle drive to pass the Old Warnick home” [Newspaper clipping, Macon County Historical Museum;
accompanied story dated December 6, 1931].
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Figure 37. Details of plat of the Whitley Farm (1912) [from Mr. Steve Dunn]. Note how the house appears to be facing south
(with the main barn yard located to the north of the house) on this map. It currently faces west.
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Figure 38. Located at the end of a long lane was a dipping tank, wind pump, water tank, and a 20’ by 30’ concrete floor from
an unknown structure—all located within the area of Site 11Mc345 (Whitley Farm Plat 1912).
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Figure 39. Plat accompanying deed documenting the sale of the 62.05-acre tract of land owned by J. Whitley to the State of
Illinois (April 11, 1938). This plat identifies the suspected Lincoln Homesite on the property.
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Figure 40. Xerographic copy of newspaper photograph illustrating Niantic’s avocational
historian and mayor, Mr. Walter Averitt’s visit to the site of the Lincoln Homestead during
Paul Maynard’s 1942 archaeological investigations. Mr. Averitt is holding a brick from the
investigations (Decatur Herald and Review photograph, Macon County Historical Museum;
notebook). Brick was later given to Governor Stevenson and the “Lincoln Historical
Society” (see newspaper photograph). The original caption reads “When WPA workmen
took the sod off what was believed to be the first Illinois homesite of Abraham Lincoln they
discovered a large number of broken bricks which might have been the foundation of the
log cabin. Here W. D. Averitt, Niantic, an authority on the cabin’s site, holds up one of the
largest of the brick bats.”
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Figure 41. A 1941 article noting the construction of a gate to block access to the Whitley
farmstead and the “Lincoln Homesite.” Note the historical marker and the “Private
Lane—Keep Out” sign which was posted by the Whitley family.

Figure 42. Circa 1952-53 newspaper clipping noting the unfinished conditions at the
Lincoln Homestead State Park.
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Figure 43. Park layout as illustrated in a Department of Conservation, Division of Parks and Memorials plat—as published in
an unidentified newspaper in March 3, 1957 (Macon County Historical Society, notebook).
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Figure 44. Two images of the newly opened Lincoln Trail Homesite State Park in 1957
(Decatur Herald and Review newspaper photographs, Macon County Historical Museum;
notebook).
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Figure 45. The “Lincoln Homesite Park… as it would look if it were dressed up with a log cabin.” This particular cabin is one
of two reproductions of the Rutledge Tavern constructed by the State Of Illinois. One is currently located at New Salem State
Park (Menard County). The second was located on the Illinois State Fair grounds in Springfield. As the State of Illinois was
planning to remove the log structure from the fairgrounds, citizens of Decatur were lobbying to have the cabin relocated to the
Lincoln Trail Homestead State Park. Unfortunately this did not happen, and the ultimate fate of the reconstructed Rutledge
tavern once located at the Springfield fairgrounds is unknown (Undated photograph, Decatur Herald and Review; Macon
County Historical Museum, Notebook).
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Figure 46. Two undated images of the Lincoln cabin. The top image is early twentieth
century whereas the bottom image probably dates to the circa 1970s.
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Figure 47. Two undated, albeit relatively recent, interpretive images of the Macon County
Lincoln cabin. Top: Heritage Committee (1968) and Hughes (1976). Bottom: Decatur
Chamber of Commerce (1972).
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Figure 48. This is the 1975 reconstructed cabin. The authenticity of this cabin, rightfully
so, was questioned by many individuals at the time of its construction. This cabin was
destroyed by fire by vandals in 1990. Note the presence of the small tree in front of the
cabin. This tree is still present at the site (Decatur Herald and Review photograph; Macon
County Historical Museum, notebook)
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The Lincoln Cabin as Depicted in Historic Images
Several images of the purported Lincoln cabin have survived to the present day.
Unfortunately, all of the images are of questionable authenticity. Several images are touted as
representing photographs of the actual cabin, but in reality are heavily re-touched and/or redrawn
lithographic images of a cabin. Similarly, other pictures are of the presumed structure after it
had been dismantled and rebuilt on the Hanks farm. Davis (1932) notes that there were three
pictures of the cabin—all located in the Lincoln Room of the Decatur Public Library. 27 These
images, and others not recognized by Davis, are discussed below.
Photographs of the Lincoln Cabin were apparently taken in 1865 prior to its dismantling
by the Hanks brothers. Upon hearing of the Hanks brothers’ interest in dismantling the cabin, a
local Decatur man named George Simpson apparently took it upon himself to have a photograph
taken of the cabin. In early 1865 after he “heard the cabin was going to be taken away” by the
Hanks brothers, Simpson apparently hired the Bloomington photographer H. W. Scibird to
photograph the dwelling. Unfortunately, no copies of this photograph have survived or are
presently known to exist. Lithographs of this image were created for Simpson by Charles Shober
of Chicago (Shober Lithographic Company) (Figure 19). The lithographic image was
copyrighted by Simpson in 1865. As later writers were to note, “Copies of this picture are the
only remembrance Decatur has of the cabin which the great president helped to build and resided
in. It was but a short time after Lincoln’s assassination, and the true worth of the old cabin had
not yet dawned upon the people of Decatur. There was hardly a murmur when the cabin was
taken away” (Undated newspaper, “Lincoln’s Macon County Cabin Disappeared After Being
Widely Exhibited; Decatur Let It Get Away In 1865 Before Realizing Its Value”). The Simpson
photograph was apparently taken prior to the dismantling of the cabin by the Hanks brothers. As
such, these illustrations potentially represent the Lincoln Cabin as it looked in the spring of 1865.
Several versions of a lithographic print purportedly representing the Lincoln family’s
Macon County cabin are present. One of these is the copyrighted version noted above. These
images were made, no doubt, from either the original photograph or redrawn from the original
Shober lithograph. The original lithograph apparently was “authenticated” by Governor Oglesby
(Davis 1932:88). These “photographs” and/or lithographic images of the cabin are referred to as
the Simpson images, which depict two elevations of a log dwelling that was relatively square
with a single opening (a door) (see Figures 20-22). The cabin appears to be 1½ stories in height
with a gable roof. The gable end wall is sheathed in horizontal planks. No windows were noted
in these two elevations. The view of the opposite gable end wall—and the one potentially
27

The Lincoln Room was located in the older Carnegie library that was constructed in the early twentieth century.
In 1970, the Decatur Public Library moved into a refurbished commercial structure once occupied by a local Sears
store. In 1999, the Library again moved—this time into a newly constructed state-of-the-art facility. With the move
out of the earlier Carnegie library, the Lincoln Room was no longer, and the location of the 1865 wall map (and the
three photographs) currently is unknown by library staff (and does not appear in the library’s card catalog).
Discussion with library staff and/or volunteers indicates that uncatalogued collections from the Lincoln Room are
boxed, uninventoried, and in deep storage.
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containing the chimney—was obscured by the presence of a tree. Variations in the proportions
of the door (width to height) are obvious between these images.
Two actual photographs of a log structure believed to represent the Lincoln cabin have
survived to the present (Figure 26). Both of these pictures (which are more correctly referred to
as carte-de-visites) illustrate a portion of a recently reconstructed and/or rebuilt log structure with
two men standing in front of the building.28 The men in this photograph can easily be identified
as the Hanks brothers. One of the pictures appears to be un-retouched, whereas the second
appears to have been modified by switching the position of the two brothers—and in switching
their positions, the relative height of each individual to one another changes dramatically
between the pictures! This picture (and its re-touched double) are labeled “Entered according to
Act of Congress, in the Year 1865 by J. L. Campbell, in the Clerk’s Office of the District Court
of the Northern District of Illinois.”29 The cabin illustrated in this photograph appears to have
only recently undergone substantial modifications—chinking from between the logs is missing,
the fireplace and chimney is missing, the door is not present, and what appear to represent
replacement logs are lying in front of the structure. It would appear that this photograph was
taken of the Lincoln cabin after it had been dismantled and reconstructed (using logs from Hanks
old log barn) on Hanks’ farm (or potentially at the Sanitary Fair in Chicago?). Logs in the
foreground of the cabin potentially represent materials being used to rebuild the cabin.
Additionally details in the photograph clearly indicate that many of the logs (such as the rafter
plate log over the door) are not in their original position—and that the original sill log is
completely gone (see Figure 28). Although these images were copyrighted by Campbell, it is not
known who actually took the photographs. These two images are referred to as the Campbell
photographs.
Davis (1932:89) suggests that “Thomas Shoaff has the original picture from which the
one of John Hanks and Dennis Hanks standing in front of the cabin has been enlarged.” This
statement suggests that these two photographs represent an enlargement of a detail of a full-view
image of the cabin. Unfortunately no view of this picture has been found. The picture of the
Hanks brothers in front of the cabin may have been taken by James Shoaff (who had married
Nancy Hanks, and was Dennis Hanks’ son-in law) in 1865 and was the owner of one of the local
newspapers, the Decatur Magnet. One of these images, once in the possession of Thomas E.
Shoaff of Shelbyville, had the following written on the back of the photograph: “Lincoln Cabin /
This is to certify that this is from the ORIGINAL LINCOLN CABIN built by Abraham Lincoln,
28

By definition, a carte-de-visite was a small photograph (2 1/8” x 3” in size) mounted on a slightly larger card (2
½” x 4”). These cards, and the photographic process that produced them, became popular in the United States in the
early 1860s (and referred to as “cardomania”). Larger cabinet cards (4 ½” x 6 ½” in size) replaced carte-de-visite
images by the early 1870s (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carte_de_visite). Carte-de-visite images produced by J. L.
Campbell of Lincoln's Farewell Address “were popular mementoes sold during and after the Lincoln funeral”
(Schwartz 2002).
29

Unfortunately, little information can be found regarding J. L. Campbell. His name is associated with several
additional carte-de-viste images, and it would appear that he may have been a publisher or printer. Several of the
photographs of the Lincoln family’s Macon County log house are marked on the back of the card “Crater’s Union
Photographic Gallery, 55 Clark St., Chicago” (http://library.fandm.edu/archives/mscoll/griest.html) (cf. Schwartz
2002).
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John and Dennis F. Hanks, in Macon Co., Illinois, in 1830. (Signed) John Hanks, Dennis
Hanks.”30
In discussing these two photographs (of the Hanks brothers in front of a log structure),
Pratt (1952) wrote that “we have recently received from the collection of Christopher C. Brown,
a young lawyer who married the daughter of John Todd Stuart, Lincoln’s first law partner, a very
interesting picture of Dennis and John Hanks standing in front of an incomplete log cabin. At
the bottom of the picture it says ‘entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1865 by J. L.
Campbell…’ Now you will find this same statement at the bottom of the carte de visite of these
two gentlemen but which shows a completed and the entire cabin. In the carte de visite which
we got from the Brown family, John Hanks with his white beard is standing on a log. I think
what the photographer has done is to take the poses of these two men and by rephotographing it
put in the new background. On the back of the photograph is the design in a circle something
more than an inch in diameter. Inside the circle it says, ‘Crater’s Union Photograph Gallery, 55
Clark Street, Chicago.’ Attached to the back is a U.S. Internal Revenue stamp which is dated
June 8, 1865” (Pratt 9/25/1952; letter to Mr. A. S. Garrett, Ontario, Canada).
The third image of the Lincoln cabin—and one that has been described as a
photograph—is another carte-de-visite image of a complete cabin with the Hanks brothers
standing in front of the structure (Figure 24). As Davis (1932:89) noted, “it is a little hard to
believe that it [the Simpson images noted above] is a picture of the same cabin as the others [the
Campbell images]. The only explanation I can think of is that the [Simpson] picture was taken
after it had been moved and probably had another roof, and had been touched up to look as if it
were in a rural setting.” This image, which is referred to as the Campbell lithograph, is clearly
not a photograph but a heavily retouched and/or re-drawn image. This image depicts the front
and gable end of a cabin with intact fireplace and chimney, chinking intact, door in place, and
gable end-wall framed out. The gable end wall depicted is the opposite wall of that depicted in
the Simpson images. This heavily retouched image is also labeled “Entered according to Act of
Congress, in the Year 1865 by J. L. Campbell, in the Clerk’s Office of the District Court of the
Northern District of Illinois.” Several of these cards are known to exist. It would appear that
this image was prepared from the earlier discussed Campbell photographs of the Hanks
brothers—potentially from a larger view that has not survived to the present day. The cabin in
this image appears to represent a completely re-created image based on the earlier discussed
photographs, and the Hanks brothers verbal descriptions of the structure—and, as such, the
authenticity of this image must be severely questioned, especially when the details of the earlier
photograph are noted. This image was used on several of the handbills advertising the cabin’s
travels in Boston and other locales.
A lithographic view of the Lincoln Cabin was used by Josiah Gilbert Holland in his
biography of Lincoln (Holland 1866). The image is labeled “Engraved expressly for Hollands’
‘Life of Lincoln’ / The Early Home in Illinois,” and appears to be the same view as the Campbell
lithograph except that Dennis Hanks was replaced by James Shoaff (Dennis’ son-in-law) (Figure
25).
30

On May 10, 1929, Thomas Shoaff made a statement about the history of the picture and the individuals within the
picture. This statement was made to William Barton in the library of the Illinois State Historical Society (See
12/6/1931 “Propose Rebuilding First Lincoln Home in Illinois” by Otto Kyle).
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A rather fanciful depiction of the Lincoln cabin was used by J. McCan Davis in his
publication How Abraham Lincoln Became President (Davis 1909) (Figure 23). This view of the
cabin depicts a relatively square, 1½-story structure constructed on stone piers with an interior
chimney. The chimney is depicted on the opposite gable end wall as that depicted in the other
images. This image was reproduced in the Decatur Herald (1909), and the newspaper’s caption
read “Another View of the Lincoln Home in the Sangamon Bottom. From an old engraving
reproduced in J. McCan Davis’ and used by permission of the author” (Davis 1909).
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Results of the Archaeological Research
During late 2008, a Phase I archaeological survey of the eastern end of the State of
Illinois’ landholdings within the Lincoln Homestead Trail State Park was undertaken by Fever
River Research in an attempt to identify the location of the Lincoln Cabin site. The survey area
consisted of that area east of the parking lot and consisted of a grass covered area associated with
the monument and river overlook, and the scrub forest located immediately to the east of the
monument and along the property line. The intent of this Phase I survey was to locate the
potential Lincoln cabin site, and not to conduct a systematic survey of the IDNR landholdings.
Except for the area around the bases of the trees within the grass-covered area around the
monument, the surface visibility in this area was very poor (0%). The scrub-covered area to the
east of the grass-covered area consists predominately of sloped ground that was not-so-long-ago
pastureland.
The project area was visited in the late fall, and the vegetation had died off making the
initial inspection of the project area a bit more conducive for survey. At that time, it became
clear that the area within the scrub forest bordering the eastern edge of the park was
predominately sloped land leading into a well-entrenched drainage. At the head of the
drainage—located immediately off of the state lands slightly to the north and east—is located a
substantial spring that supplies the drainage with flowing water. Substantial dumping activity
dating from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (?) was evident by the
concentrations of machinery parts, glass and metal containers, and structural demolition debris
(predominately brick) located along the edges of this drainage.
During the initial walkover survey of the project area, a very light scatter of historic
material (consisting predominately of very small fragments of soft-mud brick) was noted in the
exposed ground surface at the base of the trees within the grass-covered lands. Other than brick,
the only other nineteenth century artifacts found at this time consisted of a single machine cut
nail fragment. A single prehistoric chert flake (bifacial thinning flake) was also found on the
grass covered point of land overlooking the river. Three distinctive landscape features were also
noted at this time. The first was a linear U-shaped depression located within the scrub forest.
This ditch-like feature originates immediately within the scrub area opposite the monument and
proceeds in an easterly direction to a flat area adjacent to the natural drainage. The landscape
feature appears to be cultural in origin. No artifacts were found in association with this
landscape feature, which appears to represent a man-made ditch. The second landscape feature
is located along the northern property line and represents the linear depression associated with an
old fenced roadbed and/or farm lane. The third landscape feature consisted of a series of six
small depressions located within the grassed area and representing the piers for the reconstructed
1970s cabin.
As the surface visibility within this project area was very poor (grass and
scrub/underbrush), a shovel testing strategy was employed for this survey. A series of screened
shovel tests were excavated on an approximate 15m grid across the project area. Based on the
shovel testing strategy, a single site was identified (Figure 49). This relatively large site was
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defined on the basis of nineteenth century artifacts that consist predominately of a light scatter of
soft-mud brick fragments. Besides this brick, the only other nineteenth century artifacts
recovered was a single machine cut nail fragment. A single shovel test near the bluff edge within
this site included a prehistoric flake. The brick consisted of early, hand-manufactured brick of
variable hardness. Although the majority of the brick was of a soft paste, some of the brick
fragments had been heavily fired with a hard alkaline glazed surface typical of well-fired early
brick. The shovel testing indicated a concentration of the brick within the scrub forest, as well as
within the area of the monument. Whereas the brick was at or near the surface in the scrub
forest, the brick was located approximately 10cm below the surface in that area around the
monument. Distinctively absent from this site were artifacts typically associated with short-term
domestic sites (i.e. ceramic and glass tablewares). This scatter of historic debris has been
identified as archaeological site 11M345.
Does this archaeological site represent remains from the early Lincoln cabin? It seems
unlikely that the scatter of brick identified as this site was created by the construction,
occupation, and subsequent demolition of the Lincoln cabin. The original cabin would have
been constructed without the use of brick. This is not to say that later modifications that might
have occurred with the continued use of the cabin from 1830 through 1865 might not have
employed the use of brick. The replacement of the original mud-and-stick chimney would, no
doubt, have consisted of the use of such brick for construction of a new chimney and fireplace.
But, the size of the brick scatter and the volume of the brick present in this scatter clearly would
not have been associated with the modified Lincoln cabin—it simply is too large and dense to
represent the Lincoln cabin even with later modifications—and it lacks the typical household or
artifacts (ceramics and glass) associated with a domestic site.
So, what does this archaeological site represent? This brick scatter may have been
associated with the industrial component associated with the nearby Whitley mill. The artifact
scatter associated with this site—the relatively extensive but light scatter of brick that lacked
artifacts typically associated with a domestic assemblage (i.e. ceramic and glass tablewares)—is
reminiscent of a short-term industrial component. Little is known about the exact location and
character of this early water-powered mill. The 1865 county plat appears to document the actual
mill on the north bank of the river, presumably overlooking the dam. Physical remains of the
timber-cribbed dam can be seen in the riverbed immediately below this site during periods of
low water (and misidentified in newspaper accounts as a river crossing). Whether this brick
represents physical remains of the mill structure is not known. It is likely that the power source
for this mill was shifted from water to steam sometime during the middle nineteenth century.
Such a transformation might have resulted in structural modifications and resulted in the
deposition of this brick. Historical accounts indicate that at least one cabin—potentially the
Lincoln cabin—was close enough to the mill to have been occupied by mill workers.
Another possibility is that this scatter of brick was associated with the management of the
nearby Whitley farm. A wide variety of later nineteenth century agricultural activities by the
Whitley family are documented within this same area on a 1912 survey plat currently in the
possession of Mr. Steve Dunn (Whitley Farm Plat 1912). The 1912 plat indicates the presence of
a dipping tank, wind pump, water tank, and a 20’ by 30’ concrete floor from an unknown
structure—all located within the area of Site 11M345 (Whitley Farm Plat 1912) (Figures 37-38).
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The linear landscape feature located in the scrub forest, the adjacent roadbed along the north
edge of the site, and trash dumping activities all may have been associated with this agricultural
activity area identified on this early twentieth century map. Similarly, brick debris was often
scattered within cattle feedlots to improve drainage, and would have yielded a signature similar
to that observed at 11M345.
A second “activity area” was noted in a single shovel test located at the end of the point
of land associated with the re-located D.A.R. monument. This shovel test documented the
presence of a large tabular piece of stone that may represent an in situ piece of building stone
(such as a pier). Unfortunately additional shovel tests nearby did not find any additional stone,
or artifacts. Located immediately to the east, along the slopes of the adjacent ravine, was located
a substantial amount of trash—including nineteenth century brick and building stone. This
single piece of stone, located on the edge of the slope, may simply represent a continuation of
this dumping activity.
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Figure 49. East end of park illustrating the location of shovel tests and cultural features
discussed in the text.
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Log Construction In Illinois
Horizontal log construction is a distinctive, subtractive technology that consists of
stacked logs (either in the round, hewn on two sides, or hewn on all four sides) joined at their
corners with an overlapping notch.31 The spaces between the logs (which generally do not fit
perfectly snug) were filled with "chinking." 32 In Illinois, horizontal log construction was used to
build a wide variety of functionally diverse buildings ranging from dwelling houses, corncribs,
barns, smokehouses and summer kitchens—as well as early commercial, industrial, and military
buildings. The current discussion focuses on log domestic architecture.
In the United States, log architecture has long been the source of study for a wide range
of disciplines. One of the early seminal works was Henry Mercer's (1924) paper on "The Origin
of Log Houses in the United States" which was presented in 1924 to the Bucks County Historical
Society. This paper argued that the oldest log structures in America were the garrison houses
(block houses) constructed by the English in New England followed shortly after by the Swede's
in the Delaware River Valley. Shurtleff's (1939) Log Cabin Myth was another significant early
publication which put to rest the popular belief that the early English colonists constructed log
houses upon arriving in the New World. Weslager's (1969) Log Cabin in America is an excellent
manuscript detailing log construction in the United States. More recently, Jordan (1985) has
authored An Old World Tradition: American Log Buildings in which he researches the European
antecedents of log construction in the United States. Jordan and Kaups' (1989) The American
Backwoods Frontier also discusses log building traditions as well as a wide range of frontier and
social conditions used by America's woodland pioneers.
The study of vernacular architecture has until recently been under the purview of
historical geographers and folklorists. Through the initial pioneering work of Fred Kniffen
(1936) and his culturogeographic approach, cultural geographers began to define regional areas
based on architectural remains and to explain differential landscapes in terms of diffusion and
migration. During the 1960s, cultural geographers such as Kniffen highly influenced the
development of folklife studies in the United States, borrowing much from studies associated
with the British Isles (Yoder 1968:47-57). The new emphasis became not just the oral tradition
of folklore but the complete material cultural remains associated with folk societies (Glassie
31

See Clarke (1977) and Kniffen (1969) for details of how corner notching was carried out. Mercer (1975) is an
interesting look at the tools used in early woodworking practices, including log construction. With respect to
woodworking and the construction trades, a subtractive technology refers to a pre-industrial process of removing
materials from the larger whole to produce a building component, as with hewing a log to produce a wall log, floor
joist or rafter. In contrast, an additive technology, which is so prevalent in today's workplace, is a process where
several smaller (often standardized and generally pre-fabricated) elements are brought together to create the building
component, as with the nailing together of multiple 2" x 4" circular sawn studs to create a corner post. See also
Sculle (1980).
32

Birkbeck (1818:30) discusses "chuncking" and "mudding" the interstices between the logs of early buildings near
Albion in Edwards County, Illinois. Generally, spaces between the logs was filled with a combination of wood
billets or stone wedged between the logs and covered with a mud and/or mortar mixture, often with an inclusion of
straw and lime mortar.
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1968a:3). Emphasis of these studies was on the concept of "folk" (German "Volk") or "the
unconsciously learned traditional behavior of the individual" (Riedl 1966:559). Such studies
emphasized the non-elite, non-academic, traditional material culture of the Eastern United States.
Glassie's Pattern in the Material Folk Culture of the Eastern United States (1968) is an excellent
example of this approach.33 A similarly relevant study is Kniffen and Glassie (1966) Building in
Wood in the Eastern United States: A Time-Place Perspective.
Several regional studies of log architecture have been written. In Ohio, Donald Hutslar
has produced two excellent manuscripts on the log architecture of that state (Hutslar 1972, 1992).
Similarly, Warren Roberts (1984) has written on the log buildings of Southern Indiana. Besides
his works on the antecedents of log building tradition in America, Jordan (1978) has also written
an excellent survey of the log architecture of Texas. Shedd's (1986) research on corner-post log
construction in Pennsylvania puts this unique construction technique in context. Martin (1984) is
also an interesting study of folk building practices in the Appalachian region. Also of note,
Morgan and Lynch (1984) is an excellent regional study of log barns in eastern Tennessee.
Further south is the work of Wilson (1970, 1975) and Zelinsky (1953). Although no statewide
synthesis has been written of log architecture in Illinois, several authors have given attention to
the topic. Early works include O'Donnell (1931), Newcomb (1946, 1950) and Dale (1945), as
well as later works such as Elbert and Sculle (1982). During its early years of research in the
state, the Historic American Buildings Survey documented several log buildings in Illinois.34
Similarly, the Illinois Department of Conservation, in the 1970s, conducted statewide surveys of
historic structures in Illinois, and minimally documented several log structures (cf. Illinois
Historic Structures Surveys and Illinois Historic Landmarks Surveys).
In Illinois, the reconstruction of Lincoln's New Salem in the 1930s had a dramatic impact
on the public's perception of early pioneer living conditions. Although the reconstruction of
these buildings is somewhat fanciful and creative, when constructed in the 1930s the state's Parks
and Memorials Division used extensive documentary and archaeological research to reconstruct
them. A primary data source used by these early researchers was the numerous illustrations of
log buildings found in the late nineteenth century county atlases which are available for most
Illinois counties.35
33

Other works by Glassie of interest to this study include Glassie (1963, 1964, 1965, 1968b).

34

These include a two-story log house near Carbondale (Jackson County, 1934), the Decatur Courthouse (Macon
County, 1935), the Chetlain House in Galena (Jo Daviess County, 1934), Joseph Smith's house at Nauvoo (Hancock
County, 1936), the Brickey House at Prairie Du Rocher (Randolph County, 1935), the Colonel Davenport House at
Rock Island (Rock Island County, 1936), and the Samuel Boyd House (Randolph County, n.d.) (Historic American
Buildings Survey). See also Grimmer, Williams, and Williams (1990).
More recently, under the guise of the Section 106 Review and Compliance process, a few additional log structures
have been documented for the Historic American Buildings Survey. These include the Matsell Cottage located in
White County (HABS No. IL-1184; Swenson 1993) and the Kiel House located in St. Clair County (HABS No. IL1186; Mansberger 1994).
35

These researchers were some of the first to recognize the potential of the nineteenth century atlases for material
culture studies. Recent authors have written extensively on the subject but have failed to use them adequately to
discuss middle nineteenth century lifeways in Illinois. Booton and his staff apparently compiled a scrapbook of
annotated illustrations of log houses from these manuscripts that assisted them with the reconstruction of New
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Drury (1948) in his Old Illinois Houses included two vignettes on log houses (James
Rennels Cabin in Charleston and Alexander Charters House in Dixon). Speaking of the Rennels
Cabin, Drury (1948:46) noted that
Although numerous replicas of log cabins, such as the ones at New Salem State
Park and Lincoln Log Cabin State Park, are in existence, not many originals of
this kind of abode survive. It is for this reason and the fact that they once played
an important role in the housing development of Illinois, that they deserve study.
Betty Madden (1974:39-40, 60-62) puts the architecture of the pioneer settler into an
historical and cultural perspective in her book Art, Crafts, and Architecture in Early Illinois.
Keith Sculle's short "History and Interpretation of Log Buildings in Illinois" is an excellent
introduction to the topic. As Sculle (1982:2) notes, a "log house is a method of construction, not
a type of architecture."
Log construction was not a typical building technique employed by the majority of early
American settlers who arrived in the New World.36 Scholarly literature provides a range of
theories regarding the development of American log architecture. The more popular theories are
that horizontal log construction was first introduced by either Swedish or German immigrants
settling in the Mid-Atlantic region of the country. By the eighteenth century, horizontal log
construction was being transplanted by American backwoodsman (many of Scots-Irish descent)
along the Allegheny and Appalachian frontiers and eventually into the trans-Appalachian west.
Horizontal log construction was a simple technology that required few tools (basically an
ax, hand saw and auger supplemented with an adze and froe, if available)37 , and was well
Salem (Booton 1934, 1944). Unfortunately, the location of this manuscript is not known—and it is doubtful that it
has survived to the present. The Illinois Plat Book Research Project, undertaken by Fever River Research, has
combed through all the available nineteenth century Illinois county atlases and assembled the numerous views of
early log buildings as illustrated by these nineteenth century artists. It is our hopes to eventually create an annotated
"scrapbook" similar that created by Booton.
36

By the late nineteenth century, the popular perception was that log structures were constructed by the earliest of
English immigrants into the New World. Shurtleff (1939) was one of first to debunk the "log cabin myth" and
emphasized that early immigrants used techniques that they were most familiar with and that the English immigrants
used timber frame technology, not log construction. The English, although they had the knowledge of horizontal log
construction particularly when constructing military fortifications (or garrison houses), they utilized log construction
very minimally for dwelling purposes (a point made very early by Mercer (1924)).
Jordan (1985:7) notes that there were three potential source areas for American log buildings which "include (1)
northern Europeans, mainly Swedes and Finns from central Sweden who colonized the Delaware Valley beginning
in the 1630s; (2) German-speaking Moravians and Schwenkfelders, who came to Pennsylvania and several other
colonies from the Czech-Polish-East German borderland in the middle eighteenth century; and 3) German-speaking
Lutherans, Swiss Reformed, and Mennonites, who emigrated from Alpine and Alemannic regions of southern
Europe beginning about 1710". Roberts (1984) argues that the influence of the early English immigrant should not
be overlooked.
37

Newly arriving German immigrants, in describing an early log houses near what was to become Highland
(located in eastern Madison County) during the early 1830s, noted that "from floor to roof neither saw nor plane had
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adapted to the forested environment where all necessary building materials were readily
available. This method of construction quickly became the ideal building technique for the
young frontier community. With the increased availability of sawn lumber and industrially
manufactured products (such as window glass and hardware), log houses became considerably
more sophisticated. Not only was horizontal log construction well suited for the initial housing
of the first settlers, but it also was well adapted for more permanent housing (such as George
Davenports large two-story house with side wings and rear ell, all constructed of log on Rock
Island) (Biographical Publishing Company 1885).
Throughout the nineteenth, and even early twentieth centuries, log construction persisted
in timber rich environments of the state (such as western Jersey, Calhoun and Brown Counties as
well as much of southern Illinois). In these areas, log construction persisted well into the early
twentieth century and was used to construct a variety of both agricultural outbuildings as well as
housing for the less affluent households (Price 1980:140-60; 1988, 1989). In Illinois, as well as
in Ohio, log construction persisted in timber rich areas well into the 1930s (Elbert and Sculle
1982; Hutslar 1972:13).
During the initial settlement period of the Old Northwest, a wide variety of log structures
were being constructed. Frontier backwoodsmen well removed from eastern markets and gentile
society, often constructed crude structures using predominately local materials, lacking sawn
timber as well as other items such as window glass, nails, and door hardware. The John Wood
Log Cabin, built in 1822, was the first documented structure built in what was to become Adams
County by a European-American settler. This structure, which was typical of backwoodsman's
living quarters, was described as
a rough log cabin, 18 by 20 feet, nailless, the cracks between the logs chinked
with clay, with a specially generous application around the chimney, both over the
sticks outside and the primitive stone fireplace within (Wilcox and McCarl
1919:93).38
John Woods, an Englishman who immigrated to Edwards County in the Wabash Country of
southeastern Illinois during the second decade of the nineteenth century, was unfamiliar with log
construction when he arrived in country. A prolific writer, Woods (1904) described the

been used [in its construction], and there was not an iron nail to be seen in the entire structure" (Suppiger, Koepfli
and Koepfli 1987:140).
38

Many other descriptions of Illinois log houses are available. The hundreds of published county histories contain
a wide assortment of references to log construction. For early nineteenth century references to log construction in
Illinois refer to Birkbeck (1818:15-31), Burlend and Burlend (1968:47-51), Flower (1882), Parker (1968:55),
Suppiger, Koepfli and Koepfli (1987), as well as Woods (1904:274). Farnham (1988) documents a northern
woman's view of frontier lifeways of the late 1830s seldom seen in other accounts. Also, many twentieth century
accounts relate about life in the early pioneer home and often describe details of log homes (Buck 1917; Caraway
1986; Johnson 1918). Several pre-Civil War artists (such as Herman Meyer, Seth Eastman, Charles Lesueur, and
Karl Bodmer) also illustrate early log buildings in Illinois (See Madden 1974). Additionally, more than one poem
was read (cf. Kett 1878:300-301) or quartet listened to (cf. Eames 1885:296-297) describing log cabin lifestyles at
an Old Settlers Association meeting in Illinois.
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variability in the form and techniques used in the construction of the log cabins, which dotted the
prairie/timber border of this emerging frontier community. He noted that
The buildings 'round us being chiefly of logs, I will give the best description in
my power of a log-cabin; as I could form no idea of it till I saw one....
They are of various widths, lengths, and heights, but generally only one story
high. The usual shape a long square, some are made of round, and others of hewn
logs (Woods 1904).
As Woods (1904) alluded to, during the nineteenth century there existed a distinction
between log "cabins" and log "houses". In 1805, Thaddeus Harris stated in his Journal of a Tour
into the Territory Northeast of the Allegheny Mountains; Made in the Spring of the Year 1803 (as
cited in Hutslar 1972:32) that
The temporary buildings of the first settlers in the wilds are called Cabins. They
are built with unhewn logs, the interstices between which are stopped with rails,
caulked with moss or straw, and daubed with mud. The roof is covered with a
sort of thin staves split out of oak or ash, about four feet long and five inches
wide, fastened on by heavy poles being laid upon them. If the logs be hewed; if
the interstices be stopped with stone, and neatly plastered; and the roof
composed of shingles nicely laid on, it is called a log-house. A log-house has
glass windows and a chimney; a cabin has commonly no window at all, and only
a hole at the top for the smoke to escape.
During the nineteenth century, a log "cabin" generally referred to a structure with unhewn round
logs, a crude bark or clapboard covered roof (often described as a "cabin roof") 39, either a simple
smoke hole or a large, crude "stick and cat" chimney, dirt floors40 and windows with no glass
panes (often covered with stretched parchment).41 Woods (1904) describes an early log cabin in
the Wabash country
Many cabins, belonging to the Americans, have no ceiling nor windows, and
some of them have no floor, nothing but the bare earth; and some are not mudded,
but open on all sides. Locks to doors are nearly unknown, but wooden bolts are
39

An early description of the community of Shawneetown in Gallatin County, noted that the village "possesses
about 300 indifferent cabin-roofed houses, with the exception of one or two that are shingled" (Taylor, Cramer,
Spears and Eichbaum 1815:117-118; as cited in Flint 1968:301).
40

Woods (1904:278) discusses dirt floors. See also Jordan's (1980:31) discussion of "swept-earth" floors.

41

Early cabins had a limited number of small windows. Woods (1904:276) described the character of the early
cabins along the English Settlement. Although these buildings were primitive structures, many of them still had
glass windows (albeit not double hung). As Wood noted "The windows were always sash ones; the usual size of the
glass is eight inches by ten; the windows are sometimes made to open with hinges, and others slide backwards and
forwards, while others take out and in". McCorvie (1991:320) suggests that the lack of windows "was limited not
by the availability of window glass but by the need for defense". Oiled paper and parchment were a lower cost
alternative that was often substituted for glass (Hutslar 1972:214).
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common with the English; many of the American houses have only a latch, and
some have not even that.
In contrast, a log house generally referred to a hewn log structure with a shingle roof,
brick or stone chimney, glassed windows (usually consisting of double hung sash), weatherboard
siding, a wooden floor, and often with finished (plastered and/or whitewashed) interior walls.
As late as the 1840s, the Illinois landscape was dotted with a variety of primitive log cabins as
well as more substantial log houses.42 Describing the central Sangamon River Valley, an early
settler noted that both the primitive log cabin and the hewn log house dotted the landscape and
frame houses were rare.
In this region in 1840 there were scarcely any houses save those constituted of
logs. These were not all mere cabins. Many of them were quite pretentious,
being built of hewed logs, and sometimes having upper stories. Frequently there
was an open passage-way between the two lower rooms, of six to eight feet in
width. Most of the dwellings, however, were built of round logs, and contained
but one room, of sixteen or eighteen feet square… Some of the better houses
were weather-boarded with clapboards, split from oak timber and shaved
(Wadsworth n.d.:9-10).
Nineteenth century historians, writing about the history of Macon County, described a log
dwelling of the pioneer settler. This description is of a primitive cabin with a purlin roof
structure, which was very different from a cabin constructed with a primary rafter system.
The settler brought with him the keen axe, which was indispensable, and the
equally necessary rifle; the first his weapon of offence against the forests that
skirted the water-courses, and near which he made his home; the second that of
defense from the attacks of his foe, the cunning child of the forest and prairie. His
first labor was to feel trees and erect his unpretentious cabin, which was rudely
made of logs, and in the raising of which he had the cheerful aid of his neighbors.
It was usually from fourteen to sixteen feet square, and never larger than twenty
feet, and was frequently built entirely without glass, nails, hinges or locks.
The manner of the building was as follows: First large logs were laid in position
as sills; on these were placed strong sleepers, and on the sleepers were laid the
rough-hewed puncheons, which were to serve as floors.43 The logs were then
42

Fearon (1818:261) in describing his travels through the Midwest noted that a log cabin (of two rooms) could be
constructed for 11 pounds 5 shillings to 16 pounds in price whereas a frame house (only 10 to 14 feet square) would
cost 130 to 150 pounds --ten times the price of the log cabin. A log kitchen could be constructed for 7 to 8 pounds;
a log stable for 7 to 9 pounds; a log barn for 18 to 22 pounds. Describing early housing in the Albion area of
Edwards County, Birkbeck (1818:15-31) noted that a log cabin 16' by 18' in size with a log chimney and clapboard
siding cost $20 to construct. A wood floor and ceiling of sawn lumber cost an additional $10. Flower (1882:129)
noted that single cabins 16' by 18' in size cost $25 to $30 to have constructed (by contract or piece-work) and double
cabins ranged in price from $40 to $50.
43

This verbal description seems to suggest that the “puncheons” rested on the log sleepers—and seems to suggest
that the “puncheon” was simply a rough split plank.
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built up till the proper height for the eaves was reached; then on the ends of the
building were placed poles, longer than the other end-logs, which projected some
eighteen or more inches over the sides, and were called “butting pole sleepers;”
on the projecting ends of these was placed the “butting pole,” which served to
give the line to the first row of clap-boards. These were, as a matter of course,
split, and as the gables of the cabin were built up, were so laid on as to lap a third
of their length. They were often kept in place by the weight of a heavy pole,
which was laid across the roof parallel to the ridge pole. The house was then
chinked, and daubed with a coarse mortar.44
A huge fire-place was built in at one end of the house, in which fire was kindled
for cooking purposes, for the settlers generally were without stoves, and which
furnished the needed warmth in winter. The ceiling above was sometimes
covered with the pelts of the raccoon, opossum, and of the wolf, to add to the
warmth of the dwelling. Sometimes the soft inner bark of the bass wood was used
for the same purpose. The cabin was lighted by means of greased paperwindows. A log would be left out along one side, and sheets of strong paper, well
greased with coon-grease or bear-oil, would be carefully tacked in.
The above description only applies to the very earliest times, before the rattle of
the saw-mill was hear within our boarders. (Brink, McDonough and Company
1880:37).
As appropriate today as when originally stated, Roberts (1972:284) notes "no satisfactory
general classification for folk architecture has been developed." As Roberts (1972) also notes "it
is customary... to divide buildings into general categories by their function..." (such as dwelling,
barn, corn crib, granary) and not necessarily by the method of construction (i.e. log). When
discussing vernacular buildings, form is of crucial importance and generally equates with plan
shape and height (or number of stories).
Log dwellings—whether representing a log cabin or a log house—come in a wide range
of forms with varying floor plans and building heights. The more formal log houses were often
embellished with the stylistic elements currently in popular fashion at the time of construction.
Several distinctive house forms are associated with early log construction. Wilson (1975:25)
defined four basic log house forms (based predominately on floor plan) in Alabama that are also
relevant for Illinois. These include 1) the single pen, 2) the double pen, 3) the dogtrot, and 4) the
saddlebag. Jordan (1985:23-25) elaborated on this discussion and distinguished between five
single-pen plans (English, Rectangular, Hall and Parlor, Finnish, and Continental). In Illinois the
two most common log house forms are the 1 1/2-story double pen, and the 1 1/2-story single pen
houses. Less common are the single story and two-story varieties. Although once common but
rare today, a traditional dogtrot is occasionally encountered. No examples of early gable front
forms, although once present in the northern portion of the state, are known to have survived to
the present.
44

This description of the roof structure fails to note that a multiple “bunting poles” were laid on the roof in a
regularly spaced manner and supported by the gable end walls. These “bunting poles” supported the two ends of the
split “clapboard” roofing shingles.
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In Illinois, few (if any) log cabins have survived to the present and the best realm for the
study of this initial phase of housing is through traditional dirt archaeology. Historic
archaeological sites representing short-term late eighteenth and early nineteenth century
occupations, although ephemeral in character, contain a wealth of information regarding the
structure of the site and the material culture of the occupants.45 Unfortunately, these sites often
have few subsurface features present below the plow zone (often consisting of small, shallow
cellars, an occasional trash pit or mortar production pit, and --if the site has not been plowed too
deeply—the remains of a chimney base) (Mansberger 1982; Phillippe 1993; Halpin 1995). The
paucity of subsurface features at this site type accentuates the significance of the plow zone data.
Thus the proper interpretation of the plow zone data (through tightly controlled surface pickups)
is extremely significant for this site type (cf. Mansberger and Halpin 1991).
In contrast, many more log houses have survived than is generally believed (attesting to
the large number having been built as well as to the relative permanence of this method of
wooden construction). Unfortunately, few of these houses have survived as originally
constructed, often having been altered and incorporated into the fabric of a much larger
building—thus making the identification of the nineteenth century log house sometimes very
difficult to do, and unfortunately, the log house is not recognized for what it is until the
demolition of the structure begins.

45

These sites generally are represented by a very small handful of period artifacts (ceramics, limited glass, and
occasional brick or stone fragments), which have been broken into thumbnail size fragments. If surface conditions
are not good, these sites are often difficult to locate in the field. Additionally, the significance of these sites is often
overlooked due to the paucity of surface artifacts found in association with them as well as for untrained
archaeologists who do not recognize the artifacts for what they are.
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Figure 50. Two nineteenth century log buildings in Illinois illustrating contrast between
early log "cabin" and log "house." Top: Log cabin residence built for ex-governor John
Wood in 1822. First "house" built in Quincy, Adams County, Illinois (Andreas, Lyter and
Company 1872:32). Bottom: Log tenant house and outbuilding on property of Samuel
Mansker, rural Randolph County (Brink and Company 1875:87).
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Physical Description of the Lincoln Cabin
Unfortunately, a good image of Thomas Lincoln’s Macon County log cabin simply does
not exist. Similarly, the sources of information we have for the reconstruction of this structure
are limited. At present, we have 1) several overly simplistic and contradictory contemporary
descriptions of the log structure, 2) two 1865 photographs of a corner of a heavily modified log
structure (with the Hanks brothers standing in front of it) which may be the re-located and
heavily re-worked Lincoln cabin, 3) an 1865 carte-de-visite purportedly representing the earlier
1830 log structure (presumably as interpreted by the Hanks brothers and prepared from the
previous photographic image), and 4) several lithographic views purporting to be the Lincoln
cabin. Unfortunately, as discussed above, one must use these cabin images with caution.
Unfortunately, the current and past archaeology has not contributed significantly to our
understanding of the Lincoln cabin either. Another source of information that can be used to
assist with the reconstruction of this log structure is our current knowledge of early nineteenth
century frontier living conditions—something that we have drawn firmly upon in the following
discussion.
Another source of information that is of significant use for the development of plans for
the reconstruction of the Lincoln Cabin is our knowledge of other cabins and/or houses
constructed and/or occupied by Thomas Lincoln in Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois. Of particular
significance are the houses at Hodgenville (Kentucky) and Coles County (Illinois). Other
houses, such as the Knob Creek (Kentucky) home, are reconstructions and are of lesser value to
our discussion. Although the Hodgenville house may not represent the actual house occupied by
the Lincoln family, the 1890s photographs of this structure document a typical house of the time
and location occupied by a family of the Lincoln stature. Similarly, the 1890s photographs of the
Lincoln house in Coles County document the structure occupied by the family very well. Both
of these are similar in character with the differences between them (such as the mud and stick
fireplace and chimney of the Hodgenville house compared to the more substantial masonry
fireplace and chimney of the Coles County house), are easily explained in terms of time and
status—with the Hodgenville house representing a substantially earlier dwelling occupied by the
less established (and considerably younger) Lincoln family. The Coles County house represents
a later dwelling occupied by the family during the late stages of Thomas Lincoln’s life. The
model developed here for the Lincoln family’s house in Macon County interprets a house located
temporally between these two time periods (as represented by the two dwellings), and Lincoln
family life stages.
General Character
Descriptions pertaining to the early Lincoln residence in Macon County consistently refer
to it as a log cabin. As noted above, during the nineteenth century, there generally was a
distinction made between a relatively primitive log cabin and a more refined log house.
Unfortunately, although there is a distinct difference made between these two types of log
structures in the period literature, there is not a clear distinction between these two building types
when one is studying the physical remains of these structures. At what point does a cabin
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become a house? Structures such as the Lincoln “cabin” reinforce the fact that there is a
continuum between cabin and house—and no clear break between the two structure types, with
one gradating into the other. These structures represent a continuum from relatively crude cabins
to more refined log houses—with the Lincoln cabin represents a middle ground between the two
extremes. The Lincoln cabin was put up fairly quickly for shelter, yet incorporated some of the
more refined attributes typical of a log house (such as wood floor and a non-cabin or primary
rafter roof). Although the Lincoln cabin does not seem to fit the model of a cabin, it clearly does
not represent a more refined house by anyone’s standards—and as such represents a transitional
structure type.
Siting
Historically, as the earlier discussion has illustrated, two sites have vied for the location
of the Lincoln cabin. Both sites were located within the SE1/4, SW1/4, Section 28, along the
north side of the Sangamon River separated by a deeply entrenched drainage, which is still fed
by a perennial spring.
One of the sites, referred to as the Scroggin Farm Site, was located to the east of the
drainage and was selected by the D.A.R. as the location the cabin. In 1904, when a
commemorative stone was set marking the location of the Lincoln cabin, the stone was set
immediately adjacent to a frame house located approximately 1,200-1,300 feet north of, and
well-removed from the river bluff. Soon after the D.A.R. set the stone marker, agitation began
arguing that the site was improperly marked and that the true location of the cabin site was closer
to the river. Opponents of this location argued that the true cabin site was located approximately
1,000 feet south and a few hundred feet to the west of the marker’s location.
By the 1920s, the suspected location of the Lincoln log cabin had shifted to a second
site—located on the west side of the drainage on the Whitley farm and referred to here as the
State Park Site. Archaeological investigations conducted by the State of Illinois in the early
1940s by a professional archaeologist (Paul Maynard) seemed to confirm this as the location of
the cabin. This location, which was commemorated by the State of Illinois with a large
monument, became the focal point of the newly created Lincoln Trail Homestead State Park.
Based on our current fieldwork (shovel testing), and based on our understanding of what
Maynard had located archaeologically in the 1940s, this archaeological site does not seem to fit
our model of what a short-term domestic site should look like. The site is relatively large with
an artifact assemblage that consists predominately of brick with little to no domestic artifacts
present—and seems to depict a non-domestic industrial or agricultural component dating from
the later nineteenth century. This interpretation is further driven home by the 1912 survey plat of
the Whitley farm.
Cabin Size
Multiple sources give conflicting information regarding the size of the Lincoln Cabin.
The “Voice of the Fair” (May 30, 1865) stated “it [the cabin] is about eighteen feet square and is
represented as being well and substantially built.” A few days later, the “Voice of the Fair”
(June 3, 1865) commented that “the building is sixteen by eighteen feet” in size. About one
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month later (on July 16, 1865), the Boston Herald, noted that the cabin was “some twenty feet
square.” More recent histories and accounts of the cabin, such as Davis (1932:83) reference it
being “16 by 16 feet square.” The 16’ unit of measure (which represents the length of a rod—an
agricultural unit of measure) was a common unit of measure in the early nineteenth century, and
many vernacular structures conformed to multiples (or parts thereof) of this unit of measure.
Nonetheless, other units of measure (such as 18’ and 20’) were also in common usage.
Unfortunately, the exact size of the Lincoln cabin will never be known. Nonetheless, the
sources all indicate a structure about the same size. The footprint of early single pen log
structures in Illinois tends to be either square or slightly rectangular—with rectangular examples
being more common (at least with the more finished log houses). As such, the Lincoln cabin
more likely had a rectangular footprint (that measured approximately 16’ by 18’ or 18’ by 20’ in
size) than a square one. Reconstructing a cabin approximately 16’ by 18’, 16’ by 20’, or 18’ by
20’ in size would seem most in keeping with the archival record and our knowledge of early
cabin construction. The July 16th, 1865 issue of Boston Herald noted the presence of 16 “rough,
unhewn” rafters. Assuming that these rafters were placed on 16” centers, and assuming an
approximate12” overhang on the gable ends, this would account for a structure approximately
18’ in length46 As such, reconstructing a cabin 16’ by 18’ in size is recommended.
Floor Plan
A 16’ by 18’ log dwelling would probably have consisted of a single, multiple purpose
room with an exterior fireplace. A partial loft probably was available for storage and/or sleeping
space. The historic images of the Lincoln cabin suggest that the building had a single doorway
on one of the long walls of the dwelling, and that the structure had a gable-end chimney. As the
historic images suggest, the fireplace would, more than likely, have been located on one of the
shorter, gable-end walls—which was documented in the Campbell photographs. More
problematic is the number and location of openings within the basic floor plan. The images of
the cabin, if taken at face value, illustrate three of the four elevations—and indicate the presence
of only one door and no windows. The fourth elevation—that located along the rear wall of the
structure—is not illustrated in any of the views. Early log dwellings often had two opposing
doors, one located on each of the long walls. In describing the Lincoln Cabin as it was rebuilt in
Boston, the Boston Herald (July 16, 1865) noted that “what once comprised the doors and
shutters are now in the possession of this persistent, ubiquitous class [the relic hunters], but the
holes where those things were can be very distinctly seen if one’s scrutiny is minute and
vigilant….” If one interprets this in a very liberal manner, the Boston Herald implies that there
were multiple doors (probably two) and at least one pair of shutters (which would imply a single
window).
As noted above, one of the more difficult questions to address is whether or not the
dwelling had a window. Many primitive early cabins had a small, single-sash window adjacent
to the entrance door—as with the birth cabin at Hodgenville, the reconstructed Knob Creek
house, and the Coles County houses. The various images of the Lincoln cabin suggest that the
building did not have a window on any of the three visible elevations (See discussion below
46

This was determined by multiplying 15 spaces by 16” to get 240”, dividing this by 12” to get 20’ and subtracting
2’ (for overhang on gable ends).
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regarding “Doors and Windows”). If a single window was present (as discussed above), it was
located adjacent to a door along the rear wall of the structure. As such, the evidence is
inconclusive as to the number of doors and the presence of windows. Our model would suggest
that the Lincoln cabin had two doors, one small window was located adjacent to one of the
doors, and that the chimney was an external chimney located on one of the gable-end walls.

Elevation and/or Cabin Height
Early log cabins such as that constructed by the Lincoln family might have been either 1story, or 1½-stories in height. Seldom were such small cabins a full two-stories in height. A 1½story cabin has exterior walls that are raised slightly higher than those in a single story cabin and
have accompanying ceiling joists to support an overhead floor. Although the Campbell
photographs document a single story cabin, these photographs appear to document a building
that has been foreshortened. This is fairly obvious when one compares the height of John Hanks
to the doorway in these images. As will be discussed below, the sill log that would have
supported the puncheon floor is not present and has resulted in the lowering the roofline of the
structure. Similarly, the Campbell photographs, which illustrate only two logs over the door,
suggest that the logs present over the door of the cabin had been altered—and thus raises
questions as to the number of logs once present over the door. The multiple Simpson images all
document a structure with three logs present over the door. The additional log over the door in
the Simpson images would have created enough headroom for a typical loft—making the cabin
1½-stories in height. Additionally, the Boston Herald (July 16, 1865) noted that the cabin wall
logs were “held together by six rough, unhewn joists, and the roof is supported by sixteen rafters
of similar description.” The “joists” referred to by the Boston Herald were probably round
ceiling joists that were used to support an overhead loft over at least a portion of the cabin. The
loft would have been accessed by means of a simple, locally manufactured ladder (using split
poles and/or rived wood timbers). Additionally, both the Hodgenville and Coles County houses
were 1½-stories in height.
Foundation System
The most primitive of log cabins had dirt floors and no foundation system, with the wall
logs resting directly on the ground surface. Both the Simpson image and the Campbell cart-devisite suggest that the cabin was constructed directly on the ground surface, without any
foundation system. Contradictory to these views, the early descriptions of the cabin describe it
as having had a raised “puncheon floor.” As will be discussed below, evidence indicates that the
Lincoln cabin had a “puncheon” floor system, which indicates that the floor was raised off the
ground—and thus the cabin probably had a foundation system. More typical of period
construction techniques was the setting of the cabin on four corner piers (in contrast to a more
formal perimeter foundation), which would have raised the house off the ground slightly. Each
of these “piers” would probably have consisted of a single large stone located at each corner.
This was a common building technique that would have raised the sill log off the ground and
helped prevent it from decaying. Considering the time and place, these stones would not have
been quarried stone, but would probably have been a glacial erratic (probably igneous cobbles)
found in the nearby streambed below, or fields surrounding the cabin. These stones would have
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raised the log walls of the cabin approximately 10-12” above the ground surface. Similarly, the
chimney and/or fireplace probably would not have had any foundation system, but would have
been constructed directly on top of the ground surface in order to create a dirt surface on which
the fire could be placed. Such construction is often referred to as having a “mud sill.”
The Hodgenville house appears to have been constructed upon a series of stone piers.
The house appears to have both corner piers and potentially a couple of piers along the midsection of the long walls. These piers are small and fairly irregular in size and shape. Similarly,
the archaeological investigations of the Coles County house suggested that it was constructed on
large stone piers.
Flooring System
The Boston Herald was the first to describe the presence of puncheon floors in use with
the cabin. At that time, the floors were not displayed within the structure, but had been
cannibalized and retrofitted with legs for benches used by the visitors to the cabin.
By the middle nineteenth century, the term “puncheon floor” was well used to describe
the rough wooden floors of Midwestern log structures. It is interesting to note, though, that
Webster’s American Dictionary of the English Language (1854:889) does not contain a
definition for “puncheon” relating to floors. The middle nineteenth century dictionary gives the
definition as “In carpentry, a piece of timber, placed upright between two posts, whose bearing is
too great; also, a piece of timber set upright under the ridge of a building, wherein the small
timbers are joined.” More contemporary definitions of a puncheon reflect this earlier definition
(“a short, upright piece of timber in framing; a short post; an intermediate stud”) as well as make
reference to the use of the term to describe primitive flooring (as “a split log or heavy slab with
the face smoothed; as, a floor made of puncheons) (http://www.websters-onlinedictionary.org/definition/puncheon).
Unfortunately for our research, the term seems to describe two distinctively different
types of flooring. The most common use of the term “puncheon floor” is to describe a floor
constructed of relatively straight, small diameter logs split in the center and laid tight with their
round sides down and their split sides up. The ends of these split logs were hewn square to rest
on the outside sill log. Log sleepers, used to support a more formal plank floor, are reminiscent
of these puncheons. Mark Twain, in his autobiography, gives a good description of a puncheon
floor of this type. In describing a primitive church in his birthplace, Twain noted that the
building had “a puncheon floor [which was] made of logs whose upper surfaces have been
chipped flat with an adze. The cracks between the logs were not filled” (Twain 1917:2). These
floors were created by placing a series of small-diameter, straight-grained logs side-by-side, and
hewing a flat surface on top of the logs. Such a floor created a relatively sound raised floor,
albeit very irregular, rough, and often with substantial gaps between the floorboards—but a
substantial improvement over the contemporary dirt floor. As noted above, the ends of the
“puncheons” were squared up with an ax and generally rested on top of the sill log.
Although this is the commonly accepted perception of a puncheon floor, a slightly
different definition of the term refers a floor created by using thick, rived and/or adzed or broad
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axed plank—which would have been placed over log sleepers. Writing in the mid-1820s,
Timothy Flint noted, regarding cabins in Ohio, that “the floors are made from short and thick
plank, split from yellow poplar, cotton wood, black walnut, and sometimes oak. They are
confined with wooden pins, and are technically called ‘puncheons’” (Flint 1828:357). Flint
further noted that “the southern people, and generally the more wealthy immigrants advance in
the first instance to the luxury of having the logs hewed on the inside, and the puncheon floor
hewed, and planed; in which case it becomes a very comfortable and neat floor.” Similarly, in
early 1858, General Roeliff Brinkerhoff of Mansfield, Ohio described typical log house
construction. He noted that “puncheons are planks made by splitting logs, into several slabs of
certain thickness. These answered for flooring boards, tables, benches, &c.” (as cited in Hutslar
1992:112-113). A similar definition was given by Henry Curtis in 1885, who noted that “the
‘puncheon’ floor [was] made of heavy planks split from timber and dressed on one side with an
axe…” (as cited in Hutslar 1992:115).
Hutslar (1992:211-12), in his study of Ohio log structures, documented only two
puncheon floors. One was of the split plank floor, which he describes as “split from the exterior
radii of tree trunks and pegged to small log joists laid directly on the ground (also called
‘sleepers’). The size of the puncheons varies somewhat, but averages about 24 inches in length,
12 inches in width, and 4 inches in maximum thickness. All butt joints fall on the same joists,
with the pegs forming two close rows down each joist. The second puncheon floor was in a
large, double-pen log barn in Madison County, now razed. The puncheons were very large,
being about 48 inches in length, 15-18 inches in width, and 6-8 inches in thickness. Because of
their size and weight, these puncheons were not pegged to the log joists.” As Hutslar (1992:212)
notes, “puncheon floors in houses were probably not numerous because of the early presence of
sawmills. Also, as Lang commented, ‘It required considerable mechanical skill to make a good
puncheon floor. The puncheons were split out of straight oak logs and hewed with a broad-axe
on one side, then spotted on the other to fit level on the sleepers below. All this required a
knowledge of the use of the broad-axe, and some help.’” Hutslar (1992: Figures 12 and 21)
illustrates the two types of puncheon floors noted by his research.
Similarly, the Boston Herald noted that the log walls were “held together by six rough,
unhewn joists, and the roof is supported by sixteen rafters of similar description.” The “joists”
referenced by the Boston Herald probably refer to ceiling joists, but these ceiling joists probably
mirror the location of floor joists—and would suggest that the log joists were placed at
approximate 30” centers (assuming the cabin was 18’ long; and had an interior dimension of
approximately 17’ in length). As such, it is recommended that the floor of the Lincoln cabin be
constructed with log sleepers placed at approximate 30” centers, and that the flooring consist of
30” (or 60”) sections of thick, wide, rived plank pegged to the underlying log sleepers. The
upper surface of the rived floorboards would be adzed flat, whereas the undersides of the
floorboards would have been left relatively rough.
Exterior Wall Construction
The Lincoln cabin was constructed with hewn log walls. As the Boston Herald noted, the
cabin was “laid up ‘cob Style’ and reminiscent of larger railroad sleepers.” Such a technique
was typical of “plank walled” cabins with two opposing surfaces hewn flat, and the remaining
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two surfaces remaining in-the-round (often with the bark left intact). The corners were simply
saddle notched with ends projecting slightly past the corner. Such cabins were never meant to be
sided, but were left with the exposed log walls. The space between the logs was filled with
billets of wood or potentially small fragments of stone to fill any voids, and then covered with a
primitive mud and straw plaster (or chinking). 47 The cabin was probably constructed using
Scribe-Cut methods, as opposed to Rule or Square Cut methods. In contrast, the sill and rafter or
eave plates were generally hewn on all four sides. The eave plate probably rested on two gable
end logs that projected slightly out from the plane of the wall and with the placement of the
square eave log, created a shallow eave—which assisted with the drainage of water off the cabin
roof and prevented it from running down the side of the exposed log walls.
The Hodgenville cabin appears to have been constructed in a similar manner, with
crudely cut saddle notches with the ends of the logs extending past the corner. In contrast, the
slightly later cabin constructed in Coles County had more formal (half dovetail?) notches cut
flush with the corner—potentially in anticipation of siding the cabin at some future date.
Roof Structural System
The roof structure of the Lincoln Cabin could have been constructed using one of two
major construction types, utilizing a purlin roof system (often referred to as a “cabin” roof), or a
primary rafter system. The purlin roof generally utilized log gable end walls with purlins placed
at regular intervals up the gable end. These purlins extended along the long axis of the structure
and facilitated the attachment of the roof covering. In contrast, a primary rafter system utilized
paired rafters that were either butt jointed or half-lapped at the ridge line, and with their opposite
ends resting on a hewn rafter or eave plate. The lower end of the rafters were often notched and
rested in a mortise cut into the eave plate (and referred to as “bird’s mouth” mortise) which
prevented the base of the rafter from migrating outward with the downward pressures of the roof.
Whereas the purlin roof system did not require the use of sheathing, the primary rafter roof
required the use of a secondary sheathing to fasten the roof covering to.48
Early images of the Lincoln cabin suggest that it had a primary rafter system, similar to
that employed in the circa 1840 construction of the Coles County cabin. In contrast, the earlier
Hodgenville cabin (and the Knob Creek cabin) had a primitive “cabin-style” purlin roof. The
Boston Herald (July 16, 1865) noted that the cabin wall logs were “held together by six rough,
unhewn joists, and the roof is supported by sixteen rafters of similar description.” This suggests
that the rafters were unhewn pole rafters (approximately 4-6” in diameter; stripped of bark and
placed with their thicker butt end towards the base). These were spaced at approximate 16”
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In areas of stone outcrops, such as along the Illinois River valley, small pieces of limestone were often used to fill
the gaps between the logs. In contrast, in regions such as Macon County where tabular stone was probably
relatively scarce at this early date, small billets of wood were used in its place.
48

The Simpson images of the Hanks brothers standing by the log structure depict an eave plate log with bird’s
mouth mortises. This log was unfortunately being re-used and not in its original location. It is thus unclear as to
whether this log originated from the Lincoln cabin, or from the log barn used by the Hanks brothers to acquire
materials to rebuild the cabin.
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centers. The length of the rafters is unclear. Historically, early log structures generally have a
relatively low pitch (approximately 5-6” rise over a 12” run).
Many early log structures often had an overshoot roof extending past the gable end wall
in which the chimney was located. This overshot roof protected the chimney from the elements.
The Coles County house may have had an overshot roof? [Some research yet needed, as the
“overshot” may simply represent the second episode of construction and the framing in of the
second cabin and the space between the two cabins occupied by the chimney.] It is doubtful that
the Lincoln cabin in Macon County had an overshot roof.
Roof Covering
During the nineteenth century, cabin roofs would have been covered with one of several
different coverings. Assuming a primary rafter roof system, as discussed above, some form of
roof sheathing would have been necessary. Prior to the advent of sawmills, the choices were to
rive planks for placement on the rafter surface, to saw by hand planks (with a pit-saw), or use
widely spaced poles. With the advent of sawmills, flitch cut (or un-edged) boards or planks
exhibiting the presence of the exterior surface of the log on two opposing sides would have been
used to sheath the roof. These would have been of irregular widths, and often of local soft
woods, and often laid with relatively uneven and wide spacing. This sheathing acted as a surface
upon which to attach the wood shingles or shakes. In an era when sawmills were few in number,
and sawn lumber was relatively expensive, the alternative was to create planks from rived wood.
It is doubtful that the Lincolns would have expended the time or energy to manufacture planks
for roof sheathing. Instead, the family probably utilized small diameter poles laid on top of the
rafters to receive the large wooden shakes used to roof the dwelling. Although not overly clear,
the Simpson images appear to depict narrow boards (or poles) forming the gable-end overhang.
Other than the Simpson and Campbell images, the archival evidence gives little insights
into the type of roof covering. These images suggest the use of relatively long rived shakes.
Sawn shingles would not have been easily accessible, and expensive. Such shakes were often
approximately 4’ in length, and generally rived with a froe and minimally thinned and/or
flattened with the use of a drawknife. The Campbell lithograph suggests three overlapping rows
of these shakes. It is not clear as to what these shakes would have been attached to—whether
rived planks or pole nailers. Archival evidence suggests the young Abe Lincoln rived planks for
the framing in of the gable end walls—and he may very well have rived planks for placement on
the roof, as well. Early shingles are usually of oak (often white oak), but can often be of walnut
or other local woods. The shakes had a relatively wide exposure or reveal—probably
approximating 3’. More refined houses used shorter shingles that were smoother and laid with a
narrow exposure or reveal.
Fireplace and Chimney
As noted above, the Lincoln cabin had a substantial chimney located on its west gable
end wall. The various images of the Lincoln cabin suggest that the dwelling had an exterior
gable-end chimney, and that this fireplace and chimney was of a “mud-and-stick” or “cat-andclay” construction. Flint (1828:357) notes that chimneys were constructed “after the French, or
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American fashion. The French mode is a smaller quadrangular chimney, laid up with smaller
splits. The American fashion is to make a much larger aperture, laid up with splits of great size
and weight. In both forms it tapers upwards, like a pyramid. The interstices are filled with a
thick coating of clay, and the outside plastered with clay mortar, prepared with chopped straw, or
hay, and in the lower country long moss. The hearth is mad with clay mortar, or, where it can be
found, sand stones, as the common lime stone does not stand the fire” (Flint 1828:357).
A fireplace and chimney of this type was constructed of various parts, and included 1) the
foundation, 2) the firebox, 3) the throat, and 4) the chimney. The foundation consisted of
relatively large logs firmly set on and/or slightly into the ground. In plan, they represented a
large U-shaped (or potentially square-shaped) construct that was filled with packed dirt and/or
clay to form the base of the firebox and hearth (which extended into the cabin). Constructed on
top of this foundation was the U-shaped firebox that was notched into the gable end wall of the
cabin. The walls were vertical and created with logs that may have been hewn flat on two
surfaces like the wall logs. The interior surface of the firebox was heavily coated with a clay and
straw mixture (daub) to prevent the outer logs from burning. Spanning the top of the inner
surface of the firebox was a log lintel—presumably hewn square and positioned relatively high
off the floor to prevent it from burning. This lintel, along with the surrounding outer logs of the
firebox, formed the foundation for the throat—which was the tapering section of the chimney.
The throat may have been constructed with hewn timber, but more than likely was constructed
with relatively small diameter logs laid with saddle notches. The throat tapered on three sides,
and was vertical on the side adjoining the cabin wall. A space of approximately 6” (or more)
separated the throat (and chimney) from the cabin wall. Once the desired size of the chimney
had been reached via the throat, the chimney was carried up in a similar stick fashion to a height
that was well above the ridgeline of the roof. The interior surface of these chimneys was heavily
coated in a mud and straw mixture to prevent the timbers from catching fire. Even with this
coating, the chimneys were often apt to catch fire. Period illustrations indicate that the chimneys
were often constructed propped against a pole positioned opposite of the cabin, in such a manner
that if there was a chimney fire, the occupants of the house could kick out this pole prop and the
burning chimney would fall away from the house.
The firebox of such a fireplace was relatively large, as the fireplace functioned as both a
heating and cooking apparatus. The prepared hearth (whether brick, stone, or packed clay)
projected into the room to protect flooring from igniting. Mantel was potentially present, but
may not have been. If present, it would have been fairly high.
The Campbell image depicts a substantial chimney that was constructed of large, square
timber to its peak, and incorporated into the gable end walls. Such was not a common practice in
chimney construction, and appears to document the artist poor understanding of period
construction techniques. Images of the Hodgenville cabin prior to its dismantling (see Figure x)
gives good insights into the construction of the foundation, firebox, and throat of such a
fireplace/chimney complex. Similarly, the photograph presented from the Kentucky Historical
Society (Figure x) illustrates an excellent example of a complete fireplace and chimney of this
type. Woods (1904[1822]) contains good description of chimney construction.
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Gable End Wall Framing
The gable end walls—more specifically, that area above the log walls framed by the
rafters—was probably of frame construction. Archival evidence suggests that Abraham Lincoln
rived the boards used for the framing of the gable end walls (Davis 1932:83). Although both the
Campbell and Simpson images depict the gable end walls of frame construction, they each
illustrate a different method of framing of the gable end walls. The Campbell illustration—
which appears to depict the west and/or chimney elevation—suggests that the gable end walls
were framed in with rived planks placed vertically on the wall. These planks would have been
nailed directly onto the overhead rafter and onto the exterior surface of the upper log. These
boards would have been fairly rough—potentially partially smoothed with a drawknife of even
an adze. The boards would have been laid in two “rows”, with the first row widely spaced, and
the second “row” laid to cover the crack—and thus create a rather weatherproof covering. An
alternative possibility is that they were edged and a small batten attached. Nails would probably
have been used to fasten the boards to structure. The second set of images are represented by the
Simpson illustrations, which appear to document the opposite gable end wall. These illustrations
depict the presence of horizontal plank siding in the gable end walls. The siding in these images
is relatively wide with irregular edges—suggesting that they were flitch cut or rived planks
(and/or not edged). The gable end walls of the Hodgenville cabin were of log construction, as it
had a purlin or “cabin-style” roof. In contrast, the gable end walls of the Coles County house
were enclosed with stick framing covered with horizontal siding, the siding of which was
relatively narrow in width and edged. Although the difference in gable end wall framing
between the two sets of images may suggest that the cabin was framed differently between the
two end walls, it seems more likely that the Campbell illustration was simply a creation of the
artist and may not have had any historical relevance.
Doors and Windows
As discussed above, the Lincoln cabin has been interpreted as having two doors and a
single window. The doors would have been centrally located in the long walls of the structure.
The single window, which would have consisted of a single sash (probably with six small panes
of glass), would have been located immediately adjacent to one of the doors. This pattern is
consistent with both the Hodgenville and Coles County structures. The rough openings for the
doors and window would have been framed in with rough (potentially hand) sawn or rived
planks attached to the ends of each log by means of either a large wooden peg or single machine
cut nail. The doors would have been of simple plank construction with at least two interior
battens. The boards would probably have been rived or hand sawn—but in either case, they
would have been fairly well smoothed with a plane (or draw knife). The boards may have been
edge joined with a tongue and groove joint (which may have also incorporated a simple quirk
bead). The boards would have been attached to the battens with clinched nails (as opposed to
screws). The nails used in the door construction may have been of the forged variety, as they
were often used when clinching was necessary. Although more primitive wooden hinges may
have been used, the door hinges probably consisted of forged strap design with a simple button
or decorated tip. Similarly, although the door hardware may have consisted of a simple wooden
latch, it is more common to have a simple Norfolk-style lock. The single window probably had a
small, single sash that was either hinged or set in a horizontal sliding position. This
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interpretation is consistent with the door and window openings present at both the Hodgenville
and Coles County houses. It is interesting to note that the addition onto the early Coles County
house included the addition of a larger double hung sash window. A simple stone or wooden
stoop was probably located in front of each door. The exterior of the door and window openings
had no decorative trim.
Interior Finishes
Cabins of this era (and type) would have had very little interior ornamentation. The
potential interior trim that might have been utilized in the construction of this structure include
door and window trim and baseboard. The trim, if present, would have been simple in design,
and more-than-likely incorporated a quirk bead into its profile. Additionally, the fireplace may
have been outfitted with a high mantel. It is doubtful if the mantel would have incorporated side
boards into its design. The interior surfaces of the log walls were probably covered with a thick
coat of whitewash (lime and water). Lath and plaster walls would not have been in use by the
Lincoln family at this time. If present, interior partition walls would have been of plank
construction—but no interior partitions were present in a typical one-room structure such as the
Lincoln cabin. Floors would probably have been left unpainted and/or coated with linseed oil, if
available. Rag rugs may have played an important role in the floor treatment.
Surrounding Landscape Features
Besides the various newspaper accounts, it is Holland (1866) that was responsible for one
of the first detailed descriptions of the Lincoln cabin. It was Holland (1866) that was the first to
note that the Lincoln family also constructed both a smokehouse and stable at this location.
Although this statement is not unreasonable, the basis of the information is unknown. It is
known that the Lincoln family did own a pair of oxen that would have required stabling.
Similarly, as Davis (1932:83) noted, the Lincoln family pulled the logs together at the house site
with the aide of the family oxen, and constructed a “cabin, smokehouse, and barn.” A barn of
this period may have simply consisted of a single log pen for stabling animals (see Price 1980).
Additionally, as Davis (1932:86) notes, Hanks and Lincoln split “honey-locust and walnut rails
to fence the ten or fifteen acres of sod corn that helped to keep soul and body together in the
Lincoln family during the ‘Winter of the Deep Snow.’” Lincoln spent a considerably amount of
time splitting rails during these months, both to fence in the Lincoln property as well as to barter.
Fields were “fenced in” to keep out marauding livestock and animals, more than “fenced out” to
keep animals in. Attempt to protect crops in the field as well as within the smaller garden plots.
Although not mentioned, the presence of a small frame privy, two small storage pits (one
beneath the cabin and the other in the inner yard by the cabin), a small garden plot, and a well
might also be added to the list of potential outbuildings and/or landscape features constructed by
the Lincoln family during their tenure at the Macon County site (and not specifically mentioned
by Holland and others).
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Figure 51. This picture, which was identified as the “Lincoln Log Cabin, Illinois”(and constructed “in Illinois in 1830” by the
Thomas Lincoln family) is an example of misinformation that is available on the internet (Abraham Lincoln Historical
Digitization Project, http://lincoln.lib.niu.edu/gal/ichi11483.html). Unfortunately, this image is of the home that Abraham
Lincoln was born in—known as Rock Spring Farm and/or Sinking Spring Farm, near Hodgenville, Kentucky. It was taken by
the Evans Art Company, and published in McClure’s Magazine for Ida Tarbell’s research in 1895
(http://www.nps.gov/history/history/online_books/abli/adhi/adhip.htm).
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Figure 52. Detail of the chimney on the Lincoln Birthplace cabin. Note how such chimneys
have several distinctive parts, each of which are constructed slightly different. These
individual parts include: 1) the base or foundation, 2) the firebox, 3) the throat, 4) the
tapered flue, and 4) the straight flue.
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http://www.nps.gov/abli/planyourvisit/boyhood-home.htm

http://www.kylincoln.org/boyhoodhome.htm
Figure 53. Reconstructed boyhood home of Abraham Lincoln located on the Knob Creek
Farm near Hodgenville, Kentucky. Lincoln lived at this location from 1811 until 1816.
This house was reconstructed, apparently on its original site, in 1931.
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http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic-art/341682/6414/Log-cabin-Abraham-Lincolnsboyhood-home-Knob-Creek-Kentucky-originally

http://www.mylot.com/w/image/650440.aspx
Figure 54. Reconstructed boyhood home of Abraham Lincoln located on the Knob Creek
Farm near Hodgenville, Kentucky. Lincoln lived at this location from 1811 until 1816.
This house was reconstructed, apparently on its original site, in 1931.
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Figure 55. Two views of the Thomas Lincoln house constructed in Goose Nest Prairie,
rural Coles County, Illinois. This log house was constructed in two episodes, with the
earliest representing a single pen cabin with fireplace. The Thomas Lincoln family did not
move to this property until 1840.
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Figure 56. Plans for the reconstruction of the Thomas Lincoln Cabin near Lerna, Coles
County, Illinois—illustrating the front and rear elevations. The smaller of the two pens
probably represents the original cabin occupied by the Lincoln family in circa 1840.
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Figure 57. Floor plan of the reconstructed Thomas Lincoln Cabin near Lerna, Coles County, Illinois. The West Room
probably represents the original cabin occupied by the Lincoln family in circa 1840.
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Figure 58. Elevation of the reconstructed Lincoln cabin, rural Lerna, Coles County,
Illinois.
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Figure 59. Examples of New Salem cabins, as illustrated in early (top) and middle (bottom)
twentieth century postcards (authors collection).
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Figure 60. View of “Lincoln’s Early Home in Illinois”—as depicted in 1874 Menard County plat (Warner and Beers 1874).
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Figure 61. Early twentieth century view of log house located in Marshall County, Kentucky. Note the mud-and-stick
chimney, overshot roof protecting the chimney, and shake roof (Willard Rouse Jillson Photo Collection, Kentucky Geological
Survey Photographs, 1987PH08 Series 1, Kentucky Geological Survey County Photographs, 1920. Kentucky Historical
Society, Frankfort).
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Figure 62. Miscellaneous views of log structures, as depicted in Richmond (1930).
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Figure 63. Lincoln cabin as interpreted in the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Museum (Springfield). This museum exhibit
was constructed from two dismantled historic structures (tobacco barns) from Cynthiana, Kentucky and Abington, Virginia
(http://www.lincolnlibraryandmuseum.com/m1.htm).
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Recommendations and Summary
At every stage of this project, the City of Decatur has stressed the need for creating an
authentic reconstruction, and has stressed the need for “authenticity.” Authenticity can be
“measured” in terms of design, materials, construction techniques, as well as setting and/or
location. Unfortunately, the information for creating an authentic reconstruction of this 1830
dwelling is limited, and creating an “authentic” dwelling in an “authentic” setting has its
difficulties. Although we are confident plans for a “typical” circa 1830 dwelling for central
Illinois can be developed, there is no assurance that the reconstructed cabin would be recognized
by the Lincoln family as the cabin that they occupied. Similarly, these plans would contrast
relatively sharply to the perceived popular image of the Lincoln cabin, particularly as illustrated
by the Campbell image of that structure. It would be difficult to reconcile these differences.
Additionally, as our knowledge of construction techniques and lifeways of a certain period in
time develop, our concept of “authenticity” changes with time. For example, period
reconstructions at 1930s New Salem, which were touted as being extremely “authentic” at the
time of construction, are today considered fanciful reconstructions of the past.49
As noted above several problems trouble any reconstruction project. One of the
problems, often difficult to overcome is the difficulty of creating a structure using modern tools
and materials to look authentic. It often is difficult and/or expensive to get the necessary
materials. Similarly, construction techniques have changed over time and it is often difficult to
find proper craftsmen to conduct the necessary work using traditional tools.
Another problem faced with reconstruction problems is the issue of longevity. It is
difficult to construct a wooden structure—one that was never intended to last for any great length
of time—to survive for decades. Modern expectations are to construct a dwelling that will resist
the ravages of the weather and time, and last for multiple generations. This is not practical using
traditional log methods and materials. Log structures deteriorated with time, and required
constant maintenance and repair. Substituting modern materials and methods of construction in
hopes of reconciling some of these issues results in a dramatic loss in “authenticity.”
One of the bigger problems associated with reconstructions has to do with visitor access,
as well as fire and safety issues. Major problems exist with making a structure such as the
Lincoln family’s 1830 cabin “authentic,” yet meet today’s building codes for visitor access. A
particular concern is handicap accessibility. Additionally, due to the remote location of the cabin
site, vandalism is a concern.
Several alternatives to a cabin reconstruction are possible. One of these is the
enhancement of the park’s natural and cultural landscape, as well as on-site interpretation.
Various themes relevant to the Lincoln family’s life in 1830s Macon County could be explored
and interpreted on kiosks placed throughout the park (as well as within the surrounding rural
49

An interesting look at the issue of reconstructions is covered in the book entitled The Reconstructed Past:
Reconstructions in the Public Interpretation of Archaeology and History (Jameson 2004). Hutslar (1974) also
covers some of the unique problems associated with the long time care and restoration of log structures.
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country side). Potential themes to explore include 1) Living conditions in 1830—particularly life
in a log structure, as well as health conditions of the period (effect of the “ague” also known as
“fever” and “shakes” (malaria) on the population), 2) the “Winter of the Deep Snow” and its
impact on the settlement of central Illinois, 3) the character of the surrounding rural community,
which included significant rural service centers such as the Thirty-Three Mile House—a
structure frequented by Lincoln in his adult life as a local resident and a circuit attorney.
Additional options include the development of a interpretive “trail” similar to the Circular Drive
concept envisioned by planners during the 1940s. Such a trail could involve 1) implementing
and/or re-establishing landscape plans of the Lincoln drive concept, and 2) integrating regional
sites into the plan—predominately the rural dispersed community south of the Sangamon River.
[Unfortunately much of that area has been developed since the 1980s. One of the more
frustrating aspects is the loss of the Warnick House after so many articles and stories about the
significance of the property. Having said that, the archaeological potential of these properties is
tremendous, and a multi-year, ongoing archaeological research program would have the potential
to garner great public interest and draw tourists to the sites.
As one reporter in the early 1980s stated—after hashing out the confusing stories about
the cabin,
From all this dancing data, this reporter is confused. He does not know what to
think. He loves statistics and facts and dates and history, but after this most
fragile and unpreservable [sic] tale, he can only paraphrase something a friend
said long ago: ‘How it happened does not matter, and when it happened does not
matter. That Abraham Lincoln’s family built a home of log and lived there for a
short time—that fact alone, that it did indeed happen, matters (10/13/1982;
“…Associated with Abraham Lincoln”).
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